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OTA REPORT, "FEDERALLY FUNDED
RESEARCH: DECISIONS FOR A DECADE"

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 1991

U.S. Housx OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TICHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITITE ON SCIENCE,
Washington, D.0

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 am. in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Rick Boucher [chair-
man of the subcommittee] presiding.

Mr. Boucusa. The subcommittee will come to order.
In the closing days of World War II, President Roosevelt sought

ways to turn a technologically formidable United States war effort
to peacetime ends. During the war, the Office of Scientific Re-
search and Development had been created to capitalize on recent
scientific discoveries such as radar and penicillin.

The President commissioned the Director of the Office of Scien-
tific Research and Development, Dr. Vannevar Bush, to report to
him on the best means to harness scientific and technological
knowledg:e to drive an economy at peace.

In his letter to Dr. Bush, the Presider t wrote, "The research ex-
perience developed by the Office of Scientific Research and Devel-
opment and by the thousands of scientists in the universities and
in private industry, should be used in the days of peace ahead for
the improvement of the national health, the creation of new enter-
prises bringing new jobs, and the betterment of the national stand-
ard of living. New frontiers of the mind are before us, and if they
are pioneered with the same vision, boldness and drive with which
we have waged this war, we can create a fuller and more fruitful
employment and a fuller and more fruitful life."

1The report that ensued, entitled "Sciencethe Endless Fron-
tier," embodied Dr. Bush's vision of science and engineering as the
pillars of a technologically advanced society, and became the blue-
print for our present Federal research enterprise. The priorities set
by President Rvelt in his commission to Dr. Bushnational de-
fense, public health, and Government support of research at uni-
versities and private organizationsare still recognizable today as
the guiding principles of our national science policy.

The success of our hational research system, established now just
over 40 years ago, is today manifest. The United States supports a
scientific enterprise whose excellence and diversity is without peer.
We have uniquely tied scientific inquiry to education through

(1)
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broad-based Federal support of research at universities, attracting
eminent scientists and promising students from around the worl .

Yet, as our system now enters its fifth decade, it is beginning to
show some signs of strain. Part of that strain is the product of the
system's success: in spite of record high funding levels, even when
adjusted for inflation, there are today more well-qualified research-
ers and more worthwhile projects than we as a Nation can afford
to fund.

Part of that strain is also caused by the need to adjust priorities
to better reflect the Nation that we have become at the end of the
20th century. And, part of the strain is caused by tensions within
the system itself: big science versus little science; support for re-
search projects versus support for -*search facilities; and support
for established investigators versus support for young scientists.
These are only a few of the issues with which we as policymakers
are charged with grappling.

One conclusion, I think, is inescapable: no matter what level of
research funding we are abk to achieve in the cominfi years, we
are going to have to continue to address the overall national goals,
scientific priorities, research infrastructure, and management con-
cerns.

To assist this committee in that task, we have asked the Office of
Technology Assessment to report on the health of the research
!ystem. UFA has completed a summary report entitled, "Federally
Funded Research: Decisions for a Decade," and today will release
the surnipary and recommendations of that report at figs hearing.

Following the OTA representatives, we will hear from a distin-
ed panel of scientists and engineers who will comment on the

A findings, on priority setting, on research expenditures, educa-
tion of the research work force, and ongoing analysis of the re-
search system.

We will welcome our panel of witnesses momentarily. Before
doing that, I would like to call on the Ranking Republican Member
of the Subcommittee, the gentleman from California, Mr. Packard.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to welcome all of the witnesses who have come to

testify today. We are particularly interested in the second panel
who will provide an assessment of the report.

The United States currently maintains one of the finest research
communities in the world. Six major Federal agencies the NIH,
NSF, DOE, DOE, NASA and the USDAsupport more than 90 per-
cent of the university basic and applied research. This funding has
provided the American universit:y system with the financial base
from which to make advances in scientific knowledge which, in
turn, spurs economic productivity and international competitive-
ness.

In order for the American research community to grow and con-
tinue to tackle complex scientific problems, we must assess the cur-
rent federally-funded system to pinpoint weaknesses so that we as
a Nation will be able to embrace the challenges that we will be
faced with in the 1990s. That is why this OTA report is so impor-
tant It evaluates the nature and distribution of research fun&ng
and decision-making and suggests alternative approaches that the
Federal Government can take in funding research.
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One of the most significant points made in the OTA report was
the fact that there will always be more o portunity than can be
funded. There will always be more researchers competing than we
can sustain and there will also always be more institutions seeking
to expand their programs than the prime sponsor, the Federal Gov-
ernment, can fund.

I agree with the objectives listed in the arA report. We must
insure that funding remains available for the best research; that a
full portfolio of research is maintained and that there is a highly
competent work force to do the job.

Again, I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for scheduling this
important hearing, and I certainly look forward to the information
that will come out of the hearing through our witnesses.

Mr. Somata. The Chair thanks the gentleman and welcomes
now our first panel of witnesses from the Office of Technology As-
sessment to discuss the findings and the recomme,idations that are
a part of the OTA report..

We welcome Dr. John Andelin, the Assistant Director for Sci-
ence, Information and Natural Resources; Dr. Daryl Chubin,
Project Director; Ms. Nancy Carson, Manager, Science, Education
and Transportation Program for OTA; and Dr, Elizabeth Robinson,
an Analyst, Science, Education and Transportation Program. We
welcome all of you here today.

We will, without objection, make your prepared statements a
part of the record. We have a 5 minute rule in terms of oral sum-
maries of the prepared statements and would ask that you adhere
to that.

Dr. Chubin, if you would like to make a presentation, we'd be
happy to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF DR. DARYL CHUBIN, PROJECT DIRECTOR, SCI.
ENCE, EDUCATION AND TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM, OFFICE
OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT; ACCOMPANIED BY: DR. JOHN
ANDELIN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, SCIENCE INFORMATION AND
NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION; NANCY CARSON. MANAGER,
SCIENCE, EDUCATION AND TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM; AND
DR. ELIZABETH ROBINSON, ANALYST, SCIENCE, EDUC4TION
AND TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM

Dr; Cm.sam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning. Good
morning, Mr. Packard. Thank you for the opportunity to appenr
before you today. I will summarize my written statement.

Sixteen months ago, this committee asked the Congressional
Office of Technology Assessment to study the federally-funded re-
search system, the state of information used to characterize it, and
the challenges t.hat system faces in the 1990s. A summary of the
rlert, "Federally Funded Research: Decisions for a Decade," is
ierig released today. The full report will be issued late next
month.

Throughout this study, we have worked with the committee to
assure a thorough examination of federally-funded research and to
address the committee's special role in supporting and overseeing
it.
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The summary offers a broad brush look at the goals and process-
es that undergird Federal funding decisions and the issues that
Congress must grapple with in the decade ahead. The full report,
in contrast, looks in-depth at a number of individual issues and we
hope that it will be useful to the committee over time.

Our testimony today thus only begins the transfer of information
to the committee. We look forward to being of continuing assist-
ance.

Recently, increasing calls for more funding for research have
been heard from the scientific community. Similar calls have been
heard throughout the history of Fedeml sponsorship of research
and undoubtedly some of the witnesses to follow me will echo those
concerns.

These calls reflect the tremendous excitement that we all share
in the findings that result from scientific research. How much is
enough for research, however, depends on the goals of the Federal
Government in funding it. If the goal is to fund every good idea,
then the demand for funding could be without limit. Our research
system is so robust that it can produce more good ideas than can be
funded.

If the goal is to produce a strong work force skilled in science
and engineering, then the requirements for research funding may
be closer to the educational pipeline, grade school to grad school. In
practice, however, funding the best ideas, producing a skilled work
force, contributing to economic competitiveness and other goals are
all part of the research system. Once goals and needs have been
identified, choices can be made.

The research system is feeling the stress of internal competition
for funds and of the demands placed upon it by pressing national
needs such as a search for a cure for AIDS. %%le the Federal
funding of research has increased in constant 1990 dollars from $S
bill;on in 1960 to over $21 billion in 1990, the number of research-
ers has grown steadily, more than doubling during this same
period.

OTA finds that stress is a natural part of the competitive re-
search system and we question whether researcher stress per se in-
dicates problems in the research enterprise. There is also debate
over whether additional funds would relieve the stresses presently
felt by researchers. OTA findl, that additional funding would
indeed allow the pursuit of more scientific opportunities and yield
fruitful gains. It would also enlarge the system, create more deserv-
ing competitors for support, and increase future demands for fund-
ing.

'The symptoms of stress that we hear and see--for example, in-
vestigators having to compete harder for funds while young re-
searchers find it more difficult to launch their careers, would per-
sist.

The Nation's academic system has the capacity to train many
new researchers and tackle many new problems, but OTA is not
here to advise you on what is an appropriate funding level for aca-
demic or basic research. Rather, we seek to provide a balanced pro-
spective on this vibrant, pluralistic enterprise, and on the activities
inside and outside of Government that make it so successful.
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Regardless of the level of funding, OTA has identified four issues
that need to be addressed and that are central to producing a
stronger research system.

The first issue is to increase attention to setting priorities in fed-
erally-fiinded research. Research priorities are currently set
throughout the Federal Government at many levels. However,
these efforts fall short in three ways.

One, criteria used in selecting various areas of research and me-
gaprojects are not made explicit and appear to vary widely from
area to area. Two, there is currently no formal or excit mecha-
nism for evaluating the total research portfolio of the FWeral Gov-
ernment in terms of national objectives. Three, the development of
human resources and of regional and institutional capacity must be
taken into account. These criteria build future research capability
without compromising the quality of today's research. While not
every project or agency will or should attend to these criteria
equally, the total Federal research portfolio should explicitly re-
flect these concerns.

Priority-setting mechanisms that cut across research fields and
agencies and that make selection criteria more transparent must
be strengthened. Congress should insist, at a minimum, that the
Executive Branch present and compare the criteria or the rationale
underlying budget choices. Other criteria may be considered and
comparisons made in congressional decisions.

Also, since megaproject costs certainly affect the initiation of
new projects withm an agency's budget, and perhaps those of other
agencies as well, megaprojects are chief candidates for cross-cutting
priority setting.

A second issue is to understand research expenditures. Many in
the research community claim that increases in the costs of doing
research exceed increases in Federal funding. However, the numer-
ous and sometimes inconsistent meanings of cost and the lack of a
suitable measure of research make this claim all but impossible to
evaluate.

Specific research activities generally become cheaper to complete
with time due to increasing productivity, for example, of computers
and other technologies. However, advances in technology and
knowledge also allow deeper probing of more complex scientific
problems and create demand for greater resources.

Because success in the research environment depends heavily on
getting there first, there is great advantage to having the fmancial
support to acquire additional staff and cutting edge technology.
Thus apart from the intrinsic joy of research, competition drives up
demand for funding. In this sense, the cost of research will contin-
ue to match or outpace any increases in Federal funding.

On a less philosophical note, greater cost accountability could be
encouraged. In particular, the Federal Government should seek to
eliminate the confusion around allowable indirect costa, a topic of
special concern these days to research universities, and develop
better estimates of future expenditures, especially for megaprojects
where final costs tend to be well above initial estimates.

A third issue of Congressional concern addresses education and
human resources for the research work force. Recent projections of
shortages for Ph.D. researchers in the mid-1990s have spurred

9
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urgent calls to increase Ph.D. production in the United States.
OM believes that the likelihood of these projections being realized
is overstated and that these projections are poor grounds on which
to base public policy.

In both this and previous OTA work, however, am has indicat-
ed the value to the Nation, regardless of employment prospects in
the research sector, of expanding the number and diversity of such
students in the educational pipeline, precollege through undergrad-
uate, and preparing graduate students for career paths in or out-
side of

Participation in science and engineering at all levels can be en-
hanced if the opportunities and motivations of presently underpar-
ticipating groups, such as women and United States minorities, are
confronted. Both set aside and mainstream programs could help to
address these issues.

Not just the number of scientists and engineers, or their charac-
teristics is at issue. Research in many fields of science and engi-
neering is also moving toward a more industrial model, with larger
and often multidisciplinary teams, specialized responsibilities, and
the sharing of infrastructure.

The Federal Government has acknowledged these changes with
funding for centers and through block grants. Perhaps it should
also encourage universities to provide opportunities and rewards
for young investigators and nontenure track researchers.

A final issue of congressional concern is to refine the data col-
lected on the research system. Better information is needed to
inform congressional decision-making. While data collected on the
health of the research system in some areas are extensive, in other
areas data are scarce. In addition, most of the research agencies,
with the exception of NSF and NIH, devote few resources to inter-
nal collection.

Without comprehensive and relevant information, Congress
cannot make well-informed decisions. OTA suggests additional in-
formation that could be collected for different levels of decision-
making and accountability.

How then can the Nation meet these four challenges? AB we look
beyond this year's budget to the research opportunities that will
emerge throughout the 1990s, OTA believes that Congress, the Ex-
ecutive Branch and research performers must begin to converge.
Congressional hearings, legislation and oversight should address
cross-cutting and within agency priority-setting, cost accountabil-
ity, and the state of data on the research system.

This committee could take the lead for such hearings. Similar ef-
forts should be initiated in the Executive Branch, especially OSTP,
OMB and the research agencies. Not all of these problems, howev-
er, can be addressed by the Federal Government. Many policies are
dictated by the practices of universities and laboratories, both Fed-
eral and industrial, especially in the areas of cost containment and
expnding the educational pipeline.

This committee's leader&ip in overseeing programs at NSF has
fortified the connections among research, education and human re-
sources, and represents a foundation on which to increase these ef-
forts.

: 1 0
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In the decade ahead, the Federal Government must make tough
choices in guiding the research system, even beyond issues of merit
and constricted budgets. How do today's objectives and funding
commitments bear on the Nation's future capability to do re-
search?

OTA concludes that sustaining the research system will require
more than funding. It will require new ways to manage the diversi-
ty and creativity that have distinguished United States contribu-
tions to scientific research.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My colleagues and I would be pleased
to respond to the committee's questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Chubin followsl

: 1 1 1
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FEDERALLY FUNDED RESEARCH: DECISIONS FOR A DECADE

STATEMENT OF CRI. DARYL E. CHURIN
Project Director

Office of Technology Aueument
Congress of the Whorl States

Testimony Before
Subcommittee an Science

Commfttee on Science. Sfiece andUchnoloilY
U.S. House of Representatives

March 20, 1991
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FEDERALLY FUMED RESEARCH: MOONS FOR A DECADE

Statement of Dr, Daryl E. Chain
Project Director

Office of Tschndogy Assessment
U.S. Congress

Before the &abominate on Science
Commas@ on Scleners. SPINA end TradeviegY

us, House of Representattves

Mr. Chakinr-s, 18 fIrreas ego, this Committee asked the congressional Office of Teclmology

Assessment to study the federally funded research system, the state of Information used to

characterize ff. and tha ct.4aenges that system faces In the 19903 The summary of the report.

Eshanaluadeahlli 13 being releaSed Waif The tie taxa wl be

issued Ws ntect month

Throughout this study, wa have worked with the Committee to assure a thorough examination

of federally funded research and to address the Committee's special role in supporting and

overseeing k. The summary offers a broad-brush took at the goal and processes that undergfrd

Federal research funding decisions and the Issues that Congress must grapple with In the decade

ahead. The tuff report, In contrast, looks In depth at a number al indkidual Issues, and we hope that it

wit be meld to the Committee over time. Our testimony today only begins a transfer d Information to

the Committee. We look forward to continuing to assist the Committee In this and related endeavors.

In preparing this report, in addition to analyzing various documents and data (which are

summarized in attachment 1), we telked with nasty participants in the research system. We

Intender/red more than 125 staff d the six major research agencies (who were most cooperative and

enlightening); we consulted with numerous researchers and research administrators-indeed our

March 20, 1991
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advisory wet was composed primarily al worldng scientists and engineers; and we conducted

several sae visits of reseerch universities end Wenn laboratories. Telidng with an al these peopkr

helped sweats, us wen further (slam most of the salt on this project have been wortkig scientists)

to the complexity and the multitude of perspectives on the research system. With the Mane of this

surnmary. we are expandIng the dialogue to include the Committee. the executive branch. and the

scientific communny on several overarching concerns

Recently, increasing cans for more funding for research hive been heard from the lac
community. (For history of Federal funding, sea attachment 2.) &writer calls have been heard

throughout the itstory of Federal sponsorship of research and. undoubtedly, some of the witnesses to

follow me wil echo these concerns These calls reflect the tremendous excitement that we all share In

the Ridings the result barn scientific research.

'How much is enough' for research, however, depends on the goals of the Federal

Govemmera in funding research. If the goal Is to fund wary good Idea. then the demand for healing

ccsid be without lin* our research system Is so robust that it can produce more good ideas than can

be funded. if the goal is to produce a socog work force skied In science and engineering, then the

requirements for research funding may be linked donor to the educational pipatine-grade Wiwi to

grad school. In practice, Narrow funding the best Mem producing skilled work force, contributing

to economic competitiveness, and other goals are ail part of the research system. Once goals and

needs have been Identified, choices can be mode and funding levels set.

The research Main Is feeling the stress of kismet competition for funds end al the &intends

placed won It by pressing renewal needs, such as the search for a cwe for AIDIS. While the Federal

funding of research has increased In constant 1090 *Reis from SO billion In 1240 to over $21 billion in

1990, the number of researchers has growl steadily, at least dorAting during die same period. OTA

2 March 20, 1991
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finds the strera is a Mural prot of the competitive research system, and we question whether

mesercher stress, per se, Indicate Problems in the ressamh enterpOsa There is also debate over

whedur adrAtional funds woad Mime the Meuse primary felt by resserchers (For a unwary of

tensions in the research system. see attachment 3.)

OTA finds that additional funding would allow th pursuit of more scientific

opportunities end yield baleful gainiq It would also adage the system, mate mom deserving

competitors for supporta and increase future &Intends for funding. The Nation's =Waft

resauch system has the capacity to train many new researchers and to Weide many new problem

The symptoms ci stress the we hear and see-for maniple, kivesagators having to compete harder for

heels whirr young researchers *a it more difficult to launch their careers-would persia

MA thus, Is not here to advise you on stet is en lsocropriste' funding level for 'academic'

or 'basic research. Rather, we seek to provide a balanced perspective on this vibrant, pluralistic

enterprise, and on the activities inside end outside of government that make it so successful.

Regardless of thong of funding, OTA has identified four Issues that need to be addressed and

thei are central to producing a stronger research system eating Morales, understandtrig costs,

demloping human resources, and raining data on the system. (See attachment 4.)

The first Issue is to increase attention to setting priorities In federally funded research.

Research priorities are currentty set throughout the Federal Govornment at many levels In the

corveselonal and executive branches However, these efforts fa shon in three ways: 1) Criteria and .

the 'decision nags" used In selecting various areas of research and megaprofects are not made

end appear to vary widely from area to arse. This is a problem In the President's budget and

many parte of the congressional decision process. 2) Thom is currently no formal Of explicit

mechanism for evaluating the total research portfolio of the Federal Government in tams of national

3 March MI 1991
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objectives, such as a strong science base. 3) The development of human resources and regional end

institutional =wacky must be taken into account. These criteria strengthen future research capability

without compromising the quality of today's research. This is now done in some agency programs,

but Is not widespread. While not every project or agency WM or should Wend to these =aerie Botany,

the tool Federal research portfolio should acpliddy roiled these concerns.

Pdortty-oetting mechanisms that cut across research Melds and agenda, and Biel make

selection anted' more transparent, must be I:lengthened kr both Congress end the executive

branch. Congress should Insist, at a minimum, that the executive branch preset% and compare the

criteria or rationale underlying budget choice& Other criteria may be considered and comparisons

made in congressional decisions. Also, since megeproject coca certainly affect the initiation c4 now

protects within an agency's budget (and perhaps those of other agencies), megaprojects. like the

Superconducting Super Collider and the Earth Observing System, are chief candidates for

crosscutting priority setting.

A second issue is to understand research expenditures. Many in the research community

ciakn that hawses in the 'costs of doing research' exceed increase in Federal research funding.

However, the nurnerous and sometimes Inconsistent meanings ot 'costs,' and the lack ri a suitable

measure of 'research; make this claim all ba knpossible to evaluate.

Specific research activities generally become cheaper to complete with time, due to

increasing productivity, for example. of computers and other technoiogies. However, advances In

technology and knowledge also allow deeper probing d more complex sclentec problems end create

demand for greater resources. Because success in the research environment depends heavily on

'getting there first" there is deer advantage to having the financier support to acquire additional staff

4 March 20, 1991
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and citing-edge technology. Thus, span from the Intrinsic joy of research, cornpetakin drives up

demand for funding. In this sense, the 'costs of research' will continue to match ar outpace any

Increases In Federal funding.

On a less philosophical note, greater cost-accountability could be encouraged by the

tourcutfve Wench and Congress in particutar, the Federal Government shouid seek to geminate the

confusion wound allowable lixtirect vasts (a visible topic these days of special concern to research

unkoansbles). and develop better estimates of future expenditures, especially for megaprojects where

final costs tend to be well above initial estimates. (For cost scenarios of the science base and select

megaprojects, see attachment 5.)

A third Issue of congressional concern addresses education and human resources for the

research work force. (For a surnmary of the number of Ph.D. scientists and engineers in academia.

and de yeas winded-09s Masters, and Ph.D.ssee attachment O.) Recent projections of shortages

for Ph D. researchers in the mid-1990s have spurred urgent calls to increase Ph.D. production in the

United States. OTA believes that the likelihood of these projections being realized Is overstated, and

that these projections ars poor grcunds on which to base public policy. In both this and previous

OM work, however, OTA has Indicated the nlue to the Nationregardless of employment

opportunities in the research eectorof expanding the number and diversity of students In the

educitional pipeline (1(-12 through undergreduate), and preparing graduate students for career

oaths bi or Wilde of research.

Participation In science and engineering at all levels can be enhanced If the opportunities and

motivations of presently underparticipating groups, such as women and U.S. minorities, are

confronted. Both 'set-aside and mainstream programs could help to address these issues

5 March 20, 1991
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Not lud the lumber cf scientist, end inglnese, or their charactwisdcs, Is at beta Research

in many fields of science and engineering is also moving towyti a more Industrter model. oth team

efforts, specialized responsibilities within research groups, and the shedng of inbastnictura The

Federal Government has acknowledged these changes with funding for centers and through block

grants. Perhaps it should also provide incentives for universities to experimmt with policies

concerning the opportunities and rewards for young Investigators, postdoctoral's, and nordenurP

track researcher&

A final issue ci concressional concern is to reline the dets collected on the research systent

Mater data ma needed to Inform congressional decisionmeklng. While data =bated on the

health of the research m stem In some areas are exterolve, in other areas, dale are scarce. In

additb n. most of the retrearch agencies, with the excepdon of the Wilma Science Foundation and

the National Institutes of Health, devote few resources to Internal data collection. Without

comprehensive and relevant kdorrnation. Caviar) cannot make wiell-lniomed decision&

OTA suggests additional Information that could be collected for different levels of

decisionnoking and accountablity, concermating on areas at policy relevanoe for Congress and the

executive branch. (See attachment 7.) Refined Mimes and estmmund date collection, analysis, and

knwpretation would be Instructive for decisionmaking and managing research performance In the

How can the Nation meet these four challenges? Congressional hearing& legislation, and

oversight should address;

1 8
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crosscutting and within-agency priority setting (with emphasis on criteria Is expend the

Mum capabilities of the research system. such as strengthening education and human

resources) ki the 24X major agencies that fund research (the Department of Health and

Human Services, Deparmnint of Defense, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Department of Energy, National Science Foundation, and Department of Agricutture);

cost-accountsbility effons throughout the research system; and

the stye of data on the research system to inform decisionmaking.

This Committee could take the lead for such hearings.

Similar *Nona should be initiated in the executive branch (especially the Office of Science

and Technokogy Policy, the Office of Managemern and Budget, and the research agencies). Not all

of these problems. however, can be addressed by the Federal Government. Many policies are

dictated by the practices within universities end laboratories (both Feder*, and industrial), especially

in the areas of cost-containment and exp-oding the educational pipeline. This Comminee's

leadership in overseeing programs at NSF has strengthened the connections among research,

education, and human resources, and ',presents a foundation on which to increase these efforts.

OTA believes that Congress, the executive branch, and the research performers must converge on

these challenges. Mee attachment 9.)

bi the decade ahead, the Federal Government must make tough choices, in guiding the

research system, even beyond Issues of merit and constricted budgets. How do today's objectives

ind funding commitments bear on the Nation's Mum capobility to do research? OTA concludes

that suatelning the research system will require more than funding. It will require new ways to

manage the diversity and creativity that have distinguished U.S. contributions to scientific

knowledge.

7 March 20, 1991
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Mr. Bouoixa. Thank you very much, Dr. Chubin. We extend our
thanks to you and those who have worked with you in the prepara-
tion ci this very excellent report which gives us a sense of some of
the immediate needs that we have in terms of managing the Feder-
al research enterprise today.

I notice that you recommend very strongly, and I certainly en-
dorse your recommendation, that we have a high degree of priority-
setting in terms of those projects in basic science research which
should receive funding and in what amounts.

We have an inherent difficulty within the Congress in accom-
plishing that task given the diveisity of jurisdiction that our com-
mittees have and the obvious necessity for having that kind of pri-
ority-setting be a cross-cut among the various agencies that per-
form research, a very difficult task for us to accomplish within the
Congress. That's not to say that we won't try, but there are some
structural limitations to our ability, at least at the outset, to ac-
complish that.

I Imve some questions for you in a minute about the role that
you see the Orim of Science and Technology Policy playing in
helping to establish that kind of prioritization, but let me begin
with any recommendations that you might have for how we, in the
Congress, can play a more affirmative role than we have in the
past in establishing that system of priority. What recommendations
do you have for us beginning with the work, perhaps, of this com-
mittee?

Dr. CHUBIN. As we point out in the summary, there is really
nobody who is minding the full research system and be)rond com-
mittee jurisdictions, with which every committee is s Wled. Some-
body needs to take responsibility to look across fields and perform-
ers and agencies to get a sense of what is being proposed; what
kinds of commitments are being made, and how particularly long-
term commitments may inhibit the ability of the system to be flexi-
ble over longer periods of time.

We think that principal criteria that are now used to fund re-
search should retain scientific merit and program-relevance. In
other words, goals need to be coupled to the means by which they
are to be achieved. OTA, in this report, suggests that two addition-
al criteria should be taken into account, again not in every pro-
gram or agency, but in some programs and for some purpose&

Thew two general criteria are: strengthening education and
human resources, which of course builds for the research work
force of the futurepeople are the most important component of
the system; and then also, trying to develop institutional and re-
gional capacity. There are many researchers that are spread
throughout the Nation in many universities and other research in-
stitutions that do not receive larp sums of Federal funds for re-
search.

While on the one hand, we argue that the research universities
represent a precious resource for this Nation and should be pre-
served and stxengthened, it is becoming increasingly difficult for
them to maintain excellence across the board. At the same time,
other universities which have been emulating what we might call a
research university model, might beware and also be careful about
trying to build excellence across the board.

'3
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Instead, what we suggest is to try to target areas of research
where they might be able to develop a critical mass, perhaps ac-
quire special infrastructure and attract the appropriate personnel,
and build on it.

There have been some awards in the last couple of years which I
think have taken this kind of approach explicitly into account Cer-
tainly the awarding of the Magnet Lab to Florida State is an indi-
cation here that in this area of research, the Florida consortium
can grow and contribute greatly.

Mr. Bouciiza. Let me ask you this. We are very interestedat
least I can speak for myselfin implementing to the greatest
extent that we can, your recommendations with regard to estab-
lishing priorities. Can you give me just a real clean, concise state-
ment of recommendations that you have for ways that we, as a
committee, can go about doing that?

Dr. Ciampi. There are the following suggestions made, and you
m*ht want to make reference, as well, to Attachment 8.

One thing that we suggest is that the whole process of setting
priorities needs to go on apart from the annual budget process, the
annual authorizations process, and we suggest that within each
Congress, once each Congress, that this committee hold a series of
priority-setting hearings to give an opportunity both to the science
advisor and to the representat' fee of various agencies to come for-
ward with their ideas about what kinds of initiatives should be put
forward and how they seem to balance or change the portfolio of
their particular agencies.

I miOt add that OSTP has already begun to do this in targeted
areas through the FCCSET mechanism. They've done, we think, a
particularly important job in the area of science and math educa-
tion where they've done cross-cuts across all Federal agencies at all
levels of education, specifying objectives in programs and dollar
amounts that need to be spent in order to acIlieve the President's
science and math goals by the year 2000. This is a modeL

Mr. Bouctixa. So your rea.mmendation to us would be a little
more involvement in terms of hearings in listening to the agencies'
recommendations with regard to their research priorities and then
perhaps working with the Administrative Branch, with MP, in a
collaborative effort to establish priorities.

At the risk of embarking on what some - term heresy, let me
ask you this' 'question. The fundamental lem we have here
and you'll find this virtually with any committee in the Congress
is getting their arms around the research enterprise. The Agricul-
ture Committee has ,jurisdiction over the research that's funded by
the Department of Agriculture; other committees have jurisdiction
over research that's funded by the agencies over which they have
authority. We have a broad sweep of it within the general jurisdic-
tion of the Science, Space, and Technology Committee, but no
elimgle committee in the Congress really gets ita arm around the
entire Federal research enterprise, and that, of course, is the struc-
tural limitation that we face.

Even if we were to have hearings within this committee of all of
the agencies under the umbrella of the Science, Space and Technol-
ogy Committee, we still would not have the entire enterprise repre-

32
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sented at the table before us, so we do have some problems in that

resiecoutld. it make sense to encompass within the jurisdiction of a
committee, the entire Federal research enterpriee? Would that
kind of restructuring be a sensible step to take in view of the need
that you place before us for priority-setting in terms of Federal re-mrcl?

Dr. CHtmix, Given the charter of this Committee, I believe that
you can do that. I may be mistaken. Somebody should have respon-
1;8)114 for doing that. As soon as somebody suggests that, of
course, there are. cries that we are trying to manage the system
centrally. We're to have an over-administered system.

arA was very in this report, on the one hand, to recog-
nize the plurahsm of the system, its decentralized nature, but at
the same time, to say that there is a need to make this process of
setting priorities more transparent. In other words, there is com-
parative information that needs to be developed. How does (NEITP
develop a budget along with 03f3? So when we look at that chap-
ter in the budget and we are told that this represents the priorities
of the Administration, fine, we don't know what went into those
priorities.

Once those things would be presented, it would allow this com-
mittee an opportunity to respond to them. In other words, I think
it expands the dialogue.

Mr. Bouckiza. We, just to correct one matter, do not have legisla-
tive jurisdiction in a number of research-related fields. One exam-
pie, as I mentioned before, is the Agriculture Committee with au-
thorizing jurisdiction over research that is administered through
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and there are other examples.

I'm confident that if we invited those agencies to come and testi-
fy that they would. We could have a dialogue on the question of
priorities but this Committee really doesn't have the authority
through the authorizing process to establish across agency lines
that broad priority mechanism. We can't do that.

I guess that leads me then to the next question which is this. Do
you see an enhanced role for the Office of Science and Technology
Policy in doing precisely that? They have a unique ability to set
gruivorcittoies because that is the Administration. They have an active

r of that office at the present time. They have had a role in
the recent past in setting priorities in areas such as global climate
change and high perfornmnce computing. We see those recommen-
dations before us at the present time.

Are you recommending a more aggressive role on their part in
cross-cutting for priority-setting and if so, would you like to elabo-
rate on that?

Dr. Cimang. We are not suggesting that 08TP do this instead of
Congress. We_ are_ ..ing that ogrp, particularly through a re-
invigorated Fs *WM' mechanism, has the ability and apparently
the cooperation of the agencies and OMB to do just this sort of
thing.

The problem is that it is a small operation and given their re-
sources and given the fact that a large portion of their staff are on
detail from other agencies, I think it would require an increase in
their resources and some direct charge for them to do this.
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I think that a concern would be that you can do agency cross-
cuts in targeted areas. If you start doing it for everything, then
what you're saying is that we have no priority among these target-
ed areas, that you can do this for high performance computing and
yol can do it for math and science education and for global change,
but it may be much more difficult to add 15 or 20 other areas in
which to do it.

I think the agencies do strategic planning all the time and I
think that there is a need to try to get some of their more future-
oriented planning out on the table.

Mr. BOUCHER. Are you recommending a resource increase for the
Office of Science and Technology Policy in order to do more priori-
ty-setting?

Dr. CHUBIN. I don't believe that saddling any executive agency
and COW with more responsibility and expecting them to do a
better job with the same amount of resources makes much sense.

Mr. BOUCHER. So the answer is yes, then. Let me ask one final
question, then I'll yield to my colleagues.

We are probably going to hear from some of the witnesses on the
second panel today a suggestion that priority-setting really is not
that important, that all we need t do is spend more money and
that if we wend more money, the proposal pressure at the various
agencies wffl lessen. We can fund more science projects, and that
solves the problem.

I have the sense that it may solve the problem in the short term,
but in the long term, as more scientists come into the system that
proposal pressure is simply going to build up again and we'll be
right back two or three years from now where we are today. Am I
right about that?

Dr. CHUBIN. We share your concern, Mr. Chairman. Let me make
it very clear that we have said in this report that the Federal Gov-
ernment could invest more in research. What we do not believe is
that an increase in funding, which would relieve some of the stress
in the short run, would not create some new problems in the long
run. In other words, it would perhaps stem some of the stress, but
that it would be visited upon the system once again. In other
words, there are some strings attached.

Mr. Bowl's& Thank you, Dr. Chubin.
The gentleman from CAlifornia?
Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Let me yield

to the Ranking Member of the Full Committee, Bob Walker for any
statement or questions that he might wish to have.

Mr. WALK= Thank you very much.
I do have a couple of questions, if I could. The whole business of

priority-setting is, of course, a major concern of this committee and
others in the Congress, but what I fail to see in your report or I'm
told in your testimony, is any addressing of the priority-eetting
that Congress does do through essentially pork-barreling in science.
That we have now developed a pattern where the authorizing com-
mittees are frozen out of much of the priority-setting as the A . .
priations Committees simply set priorities by allocating
based upon who happens to have a clout in the conference commit-
tee that's meeting on any given day.
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Could you comment a little on that and suggest any remedies
that we might have for this kind of almost informal priority-setting
that goes on at the present time?

Dr. Ctruanc Mr. Walker, in the full reportwhich rm afraid we
don't have yetwe develop a discussion with some data and analy-
sis d trends and earmarking over the decade of the 1980e.

Mr. WALKER. That's a nice term for it.
Dr. Catrang. To distill what we say in that little discussion is that

earmarking is used for all sorts of purposes and that it is very
clear from the information that we have gathered and also from
speaking with many people in the research agencies, that earmarks
are disruptive to agencies and agency planning. In other words,

vfpacotften, almost always, the money that goes for an earmarked
does not go for something that on grounds of merit anu mis-

sion, the agency would have preferred to have supported.
Also, for purposes of redressing inequities in the distribution of

Federal research funds, earmarking doesn't work very well in that
there are some States that are major recipients of R&D funds
through the agencies, through peer review, who also gather large
amounts of earmarked funds.

We, of course, given the scope of this study, would not be in favor
of endorsing earmarking. We also know, given the

Mr. WALKER. So you are not in favor of earmarking?
Dr. CHUBIN. Yes.
By the same token, there are programs that have been devel-

opWand we should particularly credit NSF here, the EPSCoR
program, the Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Re-
search which is oriented to those States which remive the leastamount of Federal R&D fundsuse a merit- based or scientific
peer review-based system for allocating funds as a way to build ca-
pacity in the system and it has worked quite well.

Indeed the 101st Congress mandated that DOD, DOE and EPA,
themselves, develop EPSCoR programs. I believe USDA also has
one. So there are ways to b d what we are calling institutional
and regjonal capacity into the system.

Mr. WALKER. I think your answer is very helpful because the
main argument for earmarking has been that somehow we are
overcommg the problem of all the major research institutions
dominating the peer review panels and so, therefore, all the money
gets allocated to a handful of universities, and that somehow, with
earmarks, the Congress is overcoming that.

I will be interested data to indicate that isn't the casebecause I think the lem is that what we tend to get areprojects that do not re ect any kind of scientific input but, rather,
are political creation&

We had a situation last year where we earmarked money for a
project in one State and when the press went to the universiV in-
volved and asked them what the money was going to be used for,
they said they weren't quite sure. They were glad to get the money
and they were sure that they would use it somehow. That is not
exactly cplioarty research then that gets done. I think we've got to
be very

Let me ask you this about well-organized research. I think that is
probably an area where this committee does have some ability to
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be helpful, but is there any merit in looking at some reorganization
of the '-qu- five Branch that would also move us in that direction?

The Chairman of this committee awl myself have, over a period
of years, talked at least peripherally about putting together a de-
. t of Government that would focus on civilian research.

- a Department of Science, Space, Energy and Technology,
something that would pull some of the disparate elements together
so that there is a consistent organization so that their presenta-
tions to OMB reflect a consistent pattern and so that there is some-
body at the Cabinet table who consistently talks about the research
agenda of the country.

Would that be at all helpful in terms of addressing some of the
issues that you have raised in the report?

Dr. CHUBIN. We don't think so. Sorry.
Mr. WALICHR. Ws important to know.
Dr. Cmusin. We think the system has worked quite well actually

for a long time and the ability of researchers to go to different
wencies and the ability of different agencies in some ways to
divide the labor in supporting different research areas, is the
strength of the system.

The problem is we don't always know which agencies are sup-
porting which research, and which are overlapping and which
things are falling between the cracks.

Science and engineering research are so embedded now or inter-
twined with the investments that this Nation makes, that trying to
pull them altogether into one agency doesn't seem to make much
sense to us.

The down side is, this is a more difficult system to manage be-
cause there are so many agencies that support research.

Mr. WALKER.. The only argument I wmild make to you is that for-
eign policy also dominates the agenda of virtually every aspect of
our national life, and yet we have a Department of State tliat has a
job to do. Business overlaps nearly every jurisdiction we have in
the country, yet we have a Department of Commerce. I mean,
somewhere along the line, just having the focus is important, but I
think your point is a good one and I appreciate your making it.

Finally, is there goiNg to be any comment in the report with
regard to some of the investigations going on elsewhere on the Hill
that is also going to dominate the pnority- setting, namely the fact
that universities have seen fit to off-load onto the rmarch budgets
a lot of thinp that are distinctly not research-oriented? Is that not
going to unctit our ability to set priorities in the Mure and is it
not going to undercut the ability to come up with sufficient monies
to do the research agenda? I'm talking about the Stanford prob-
lems and those kinds of things.

Dr. CHUBIN. In the full report, Mr. Walker, we do have a chapter
devoted to costs of research. We have not done the kind of financial
audit that either GAO or Mr. Dingell's committee has undertaken.

Indirect costa, in our mind, have really been a black box in that
every university has a different cost accounting scheme making it
very difficult to comwre what is defined as an indirect cost, what
that university decides to ask the Federal Government for reim-
bursement, and because of that, we are just now, I think, starting
to see how different universities deal with this.
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Now, the short answer is that universities will probably start
more im:Brect costs to the direct cost line. The longer

I believe there's more than just financial account-
Om on here. In other worde, we're talking about the qual-

ity of M on campus and universities have got to devise ways of
dealing with that.

There's as much tension ly between the Stanfords and the
other universities that will - investigated and Congress as there is
between the academic administrators on those campuses and their
own faculties about monies that go into the indirect cost line.

rmally, I would say that what we're really talking about here is
how research bears on the education mission of universities. They
are very much intertwined and universities are to have to
decide how they then account for those costs. So I we are just

to understand what's going on.
Mr. Wauxiz Again, I think that's useful. I will tell you I think

that it's going to be very difficult for this committee or any com-
mittees in the Congress to deal with research and development
money if we think the money is going to pay for furniture for the
presi t's living quarters. That is not going to enhance the ability
to deal in a senous way with research projects on Capitol Hill. I
think it's very important that we begin to understand the indirect
cost issue and understand it in ways that help us focus on how we
want our money to be used once we apportion it to the universities.

Ms. ROBINSON. We agree with you, Itlr. Walker. We believe that
any efforts that can be put forward to make this indirect cost more
transparent so we understand what goes in there, would be a defi-
nite help for this problem.

Mr. Vfm.xxx. I thank the gentleman from California for yielding.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. %mum. The Chair thanks the gentleman and would note

at this point that this subcommittee does intend to begin hearings
rather shortly in the month of April on the question of indirect
costs for univereity-based research and your participation in that
would be most welcome.

The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Bacchus.
Mr. BACCHUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to begin by identifying myself with the remarks just

made by Mr. Walker. Mwse of us who serve on this Committee and
on the Subcommittee do so, in part, because of our belief in the im-
portance of scientific research in the future of this country.

The President has recommended a significant increase in scien-
Mc research for this year. I support that recommendation as I
think many of the memben do, but given the budget agreement,
we're going to have a hard fiOt ahead of us in the House and in
the Senate to try to get those Wawm through.

Headlines about Stanford University and other problems we're
facing in terms of accountabilitv do not help us at all. I think we
need to rid our Government of waste wherever it exists and if it
exists in research spending, we need to do precisely that.

I was struck, sir, by something that you said just a moment ago
that I think echoed something in your comments in testimony
about the quality of life on campus. I represent Central Florida. On
Monday of this week, I met for several hours on the campus of the
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Universi of Central Florida with the department chairs and some
other " in the scientific fields.

from chemistry, biology, statistics, phyaica, and other
departments shared with me their concern about the qualitzy d life
on the campus. They are concerned about instrumentation needs.
They are concerned about facilities needs. But most of all to a
person, they were concerned about quality of life and they were es-
pecially concerned about the lack of incentives to encourage young
peo to go into science and into mathematics, and to make those
fi their.career.

doubt about the prqected shortages that are uently talked
I noticed in your testimony that on page five some

about in terms of science and math professionals. ple at the
University of Central Florida on Monday believe those shortages
are real. My guess is you're merely saying they've been overstated.

Also, you talk about incentives as well and you say, "Perhaps it
should also provide incentaves for universities to experiment with
policies concerning the opportunities and rewards for young inves-
tigators, postdoctorates and nontenured track researchers." This is
precisely what concerns those people that I met with on Monday.

Could you perhaps elaborate on these incentives, on the short-
ages and on what I. ads of incentives you would recommend we
pursue?

Dr. CHUB1N. The reference to both opportunities and rt. wards for
those categories of researchers who are not principal investigators,
that is really the referent of that comment. What we have among
the ranks of postdoctoral researchers and nontenured track re-
searchers are people who were trained in research under a mentor;
they were socialized to believe that they will have the opportunity
to bmme principal investigators; that they will in fact be able to
emulate, if they choose to go into the university as an employment
setting, to emulate the career pattern of their mentor.

What we are seeing now is that because of funding stresses, be-
cause of competition, that many of those people are not being given
those opportunities. They, in some ways, are trapped in a support
position, working for a major professor.

At some universities nonfaculty are not allowed to submit pro-
posal& Thby are not given the status that allows them to become
principal investigators, so one thing that we suggest is, perhaps
that policy should be reexamined and universities could easily do
that.

Another opportunity that we think the market will bring is that
if enrollments, as predicted, increase in the mid- 1990s, there
should be more demand for faculty. In other words, there should be
more opportunity for people to get faculty positions and maybe this
problem will take care of itself. It's not clear.

With regard to shortages, OTA's position is really twofold and
we've done two other pieces of work on this, so let me just briefly
restate our position. Vie think that at the &dorsi] level, market
signals and market forces will Witt care of the need for PhD.s. If
there is going to be a shortage, it will occur at the baccalaureate
level. The baccalaureate level means that the support personnel for
research would be a factor, not researchers, because most research-
ers are going to get a Ph.D.
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The concern we have at the same time is that there are some
segments of the student population, and we name those United
States minorities, women, the physically disabled for whom with-
out some policy intervention, they will not get an owtunity to
participate in these careers. They will not be rmouR.W. They will
not be retained without some programs in place. In other words,
they have been chronically underrepresented.

Mr. &cows. So you're recommending set aside programs for
women and minorities?

Dr. CHUBIN. Not necessarily set aside programs. They have been
viewed as set aside programs. If the criterion of strengthening edu-
cation and human resources is taken as a criterion for fundmg in
some programs, then it could be used in mainstream programs as
well after scientific merit of the proposals has been identified.

Mr. BACCHUS. Educate me, sir. Is there any element of affirma-
tive action in our current distribution of these Federal research
dollars?

Dr. CHUBIN. I'm sorry?
Mr. BACCHUS. IS there any element of affirmative action in our

current distribution of these dollars?
Dr. CHUBIN. In other words, are there programs that
Mr. BACCHUS. Are there programs that specifically provide incen-

tives for women and minorities to participate?
Dr. CHUBIN. Yes. There are many programs at NSF and NIH

particularly.
Mr. BACCHUS. And they recommended increasing them, I believe?
Dr. CHUBIN. Yes. The problem here, Mr. Bacchus, is that the

money for those set aside programs is usually quite modest. So
there are a great number of programs that are targeted to women
and minorities which are just not very well-funded to reach a large
number of students at various levels by way of the education
system. But their impact is less than they might be if those funds
could be increased.

The problem is that in tight financial times, people view this as
more of a luxury and that it's detracting from mainstream pro-
gramming.

Mr. BACCHUS. As I hear you, you would like for us to increase
that funding but also based on your earlier testimony, you would
like us to spread the money around a little more as wel?

Dr. Num. As we point out in the report, there are many com-, "goods". There are many things that need to be done and it
nds upon
. BACCHUS. But they don't all have to be done at Stanford?

Dr. CHUBIN. It depends upon what the objectives are and whose
priorities they are. I guess what we're saying is you can't optimize
on all of these thim simultaneously.

Mr. BACCHUS. Thank you and thank you for your comments
about the Magnet Lab at Florida State University.

Dr. Csiusm. Thank you.
Mr. &wows. The gentleman from California?
Mr. PACKARD. Than.k you, MT. Chairman.
I would like to have you discuss in more detail what the report

says and what your reviews show on big science versus small sci-
ence. And also on large scientific projects, what steps are taken to
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determine and what are some of the criteria that ought to be used
in determining where big science pes?

I think there is a general feeling that they tend to congregate
into specific g.,waphic areas or certain universities capture more
of them and so forth, and I'd be interested in further comments in
those areas, please.

Dr. Musts. Attachment 5, Mr. Packard, tries to show the crystal
ball that we looked into in trying to estimate the relative impacts
of megaprojects, the funding of megaprqjects and also the funding
of what we call the science base.

It's hard to get a handle on this one, we think, because the esti-
mates on megaprojects seem to be inconsistent. Some of them in-
clude just construction costs, some of them start factoring in oper-
ating costs. We do not have a good sense of what goes into those
cost estimates or what the criteria are for developing them.

Let's go back to what we put into this attachment. Starting with
1990 dollars, we estimated a 3 percent growth in the science base
which is listed in the lefthand column with megaprojects piled on
top of them, so you can see the contour of that curve.

If you look to the right, if you include the megaproject funding,
there seems to be an adverse impact on t,he amount that would go
into the science base and because there is a history of cost in-
creases in megaprojects over time, what we did for good measure
on the bottom two charts is just doubled this 3 percent growth,
again with just funding for megsprojects piled on top of the science
base on the left, and then what happens if you have 6 percent
growth on the right. Again, a bigger chunk is taken out of the sci-
ence base.

Thie s MA's way of saying that although there is no placethis
really gets back to Mr. Boucher's point about no committee can get
its arms around the whole systembut if you tabulate all of the
megaprojects and look at them this way, versus what often is iden-
tified as individual investigator or mailer science, there is a trade-
off here.

So what we're suggesting is that these outyear mu
they are sometimes called, that are incurred by megaprc
have long-term adverse impacts on what can be done in the science
base. In other words, it will force some other choices for particular-
ly the NSFs and the NIHs of the world.

Would you like to add something?
Dr. ANDKuri. Let me make a comment about I guess tying to-

gether what one might do to oversee the agencies and the question
of megaprojects.

In bringing any agencies before the Subcommittee or Committee,
whether they are those directly in your jurisdiction or those
coming out of courtesy, the Committee could ask iasue3 of how did
you establish the merit for the package of proposals you have
brought to the Congress; to what extent will this package of activi-
ties, if approved, affect the development of future scientific human
resources; to what extent will it affect today's institutions and fa-
cilities and how will it affect those in the futurethose just relate
to setting today's priorities, if you will, and beginning to build to-
wards the future.
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To bring in megaprojects for those agencies that have such mega-
projects now or where you Plight suspect they would in the fUture,
you can ask questions not unlike how does this project's obligations
change over the future if the total hmding available in the future
were to increase dramatically, not increase so much, be held rather
tightly, saved by the budget reconciliation agreement;_ how would
the acceptesce of this megaproject today affect your flexibility in
the future; what other major megaprojects, if you will, might you
bring in over the next 5 or 10 years, and again, how might the rate
of change of total budget over the next 5 or 10 years, the accept-
ance of tksday's megaprojects and the accuracy of the estimates of
today's megaprojects affect whether or not you can bring some-
thing new into the future?

Without listing that list again, and I recognize it was a long one
with some parenthetic comments, the point is that the decision
today about any given megaproject or any package of them across
agencies, depends almost as much on what your estimate is of the
future funding capabilities of the Committee and the Congress be-
cause otherwise you don't know how big a bite this will take out of
the base research, if you will, the mailer investigator, bread and
butter projects, and you don't know without knowing what new
=dor projects are coming on linethis attachment assumes no
megaprojects anywhere for the next decade, otherwise either the
funding envelope has to go up faster or there's a bigger bite out of
the Wee research.

Many agencies, if you talk to them, will be talking about new
plans. There's new swn plans. There's new Department of Energy
research plans, and those are not in this. So today's decisions
depend upon your best judgment of what you'll be able to do in the
future and the agencies' remarks and your judgment of the secure
cy of those remarks as to the costs of what they are now proposing
over that same future.

Mr. PACKARD. It appears to me that we need to consider a priori-
system for big projects or megaprojects independent from

smami projects because they simply are not the same and there
needs to be also, it apwws to me, a prioritizing system between
mega rojecta and mall projects because again the funding often is
igniltcantly affected in both areas by the other.

en there needs to be an overlay of geographics because again,
there is the perception that some States are getting most or many
of the big projects, and I think that may have an influence. Then,
of course, you have the interagency problem with megaprojects, all
of which is so disjointed that often, at least from my perception,
megaprojecta are now being and have been in the past, in at least
the 8 years that I've served on this committee, have been evaluated
and prioritized on a case-brcase basis rather than having some
fundamental or underlying prioritizing system or steps through
which we could go to evaluate whether the project is worthy or not
and ought to compete or not.

A good case in point is the SSC, the super conducting supercol-
lider, which we evaluated almost totally oblivious of other big
projects or small projects for that matter, and it was simply evalu-
ated on its own merits without any real fundamental system of
evaluation. I suspect we do that with other projects or megapro-
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*ft and I can think of two or three others that in my judgment
have been bandied much the same way over the many years.

Are you , or do you have anythin,g in your report that
a t or more improved way of evaluation of mega-

?
Dr. Cousix. I think you stated it well, Mr. Packard. There is a

need for some systematic look across these projects arti across the
agencies which end up housing them. Then there needs to be some
way, particularly as the megaprojects themselves are still under
construction, there needs to be some interim measures of how they
are satisfying the various objectives that have been set out for
them.

If the SSC has an educational function, then by the mid- 1990s,
we should have some interim measure of that.

Mr. PACKARD. I believe that would certainly lend itself, if we had
such a policy and such a procedure, to addressing Mr. Walker's
concern and that is that politics often drives the big projects rather
than the merits and other facts. I think that's something this com-
mittee could probably best address and perhaps oTA also.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Boucina. The Chair thanks the gentleman and recognizes

the gentleman from Maryland, Mr. Gilchrest.
Mr. GuANIREST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess anybody up there can answer this question. I'm trying to

grapple and understand what Mr. Packard is saying and everybody
up here about the priority-setting for megaprojecta. Small projects
seem to be a little bit political. It depends on region. It depends on
who has the most clout, I suppose, to get the limited dollars.

Could I talk in an ideal sense for just a minute? Speaking ideal-
ly, considering the state of the lanetand I consider the state of
the planet to be different in 1 ' I than it was in 1890, and it cer-

will be different in 2090 than it is right now due to popula-
tion, global warming, a whole range of things. So when all of these
dollars are spent on all of these research projects, what, in your
opinion, would bemaybe what should be the criteria und for
prioritizing research in the United States?

Let's just for a second take everything else away, where would
our money best be spent for research as far as gloW warming is
concerned, alternative fuels, population growth, the ozone layer,
stimulating curioeity among public school children to go into the
scientific and math fields, those kinds of things? What should be
America's priorities for research?

Dr. CHtisix. Mr. Gilchrest, I think the short answer is that this
is Congress' job to decide because Congress is trying to serve the
public interest and is trying to attain national goals. Scientists will
always want to advance knowledge, as well they should, and in the
process, if they also happen to improve the technological innova-
tiveness of the countxy, if they happen to improve the state of eco-
nomic development in a State or region, all the better.

Those are objectives now that have been attached to basic re-
search and the pursuit of scientific knowledge. So criteria have got
to correspond with objectives.

John?
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Dr. Mammy. I might add that again one of the reasons we sug-
=rims congressional hearings and perhaps removed from the
process le tO talk about the issue of what the Nation, the

Congress representing the Nation, wishes those national goals to
be.

What we note is that once the budget is effectively parceled out
by agency, the research priorities become rathe: straightforward,
whether they meet those agencies' goals and not whether some-
thing in one agency is better or worse than the project last funded
or not quite funded in some other agency. It is already divided up
by agencies, by Committee and Subcommittee jurisdiction. The
sanie occurs in the appropriations proces1 once the full Com-
mittee s s: es its rough cut to Subcommittees. This cross-cutting
priority setting, whk1 I suppose we could have cailled "thinking
about the Nation's gls", its been done.

The issue is fm.hed and you're beginning now to argue within
an agency and presumably if the agency has done its job well, and
many do. The priorities are pretty well lined up with what they've
been told to accomplish.

What you can explore by higher level, broad hearings is just the
series of questions you addressed to us, which is what are the Na-
tion's best priorities for late in the 20th century as we approach a
21st century with different kinds of global pressuresMr. Walker

clearly; different demographics of the United States;
di went economic conditions. It is very much what Congress is
here to help think about.

We're suggesting the kinds of questions you can ask even individ-
ual agencies to get a picture of how their agency or agent's
present mission starts to meet what you might think of as bier
national goals.

It isn't that in one year any one authorization or appropriation
process or even a Congress, this all gets straightened out, but if we
can just learn to ask the right questions, begin to ge some sense of
the credibility of the agencies in respondiag to those questions, we
begin to build a basis on which we can judge national priorities
better and whether the agency's individual missions add up to that
national priority.

As Daryl said, the FCCSET cross-cut on science and math edurm-
tion looks pretty good but we're saying that megaprojects by being
so large, by having such a large present and future claim on the
budget, in a sense ought to be considered cross-cutting by them-
selves, even though any one of them fits rather nicely in the
agency budget.

That, I believe, was alluded to in the testimony and was certain-
ly discussed in the summary and the znain report.

Mr. GILCHREBT. Thank you. I know I need to do this and all of us
to a degree I suppose, is to keep our eyes and ears open and the
best thing we can do up here, I guess, is to ask the right questions.
ThaiTht u.r

you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Boucizza. The Chair thanks the gentleman and just has one

further question of this panel.
It seems to me that one of the reasons that we have made so

many scientific advances and then flowing from that, advances in
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technology over the years, is the willingness that our researcher
enterprise has had to invest in long-term and high-risk research.

I wonder in the coume of your study if you have found any ad-
verse effect on 1. -term and high-risk research that flows from
the kind of pro . pressure that the agencies are having Walt,
and if you have detected ark such adverse effect Do you find it
more in the peer review project agencies such as the NSF, or do
you fmd it more in an office like the Office of Naval Research
where essentially a single project manager makeJ the decisions on
which projects will get awards? Dr. Chubin?

Dr. firmv. Let me say something about NSF and then Dr. Rob-
inson will say something about ONR

One problem that has been identified certainly is that research-
ers are having to spend more and more time in writing proposals
as opposed to doing research. That's almost an operational defini-
tion of proposal pressure, that more are being dumped into the
system in order to get funding.

Some people sayand I've heard this said more about NIH,
though I haven't seen anything with data to suppot this that
proposals are actually getting better. Whether that means they are
doing more research that's being reflected in the proposal itself re-
mains to be seen.

Other researchers claim that the system is getting risk averse
and that there's mundane or mainstream ideas that are being put
into _proposals in order to peer panels.

NSF, in part, has acknowl this by develop' yet another
program, to tbeir credit, whic gives up to $50,111 for a small
grant for what they call experimental research, which allows the
program manager at his or her discretion to decide whether this is
a good idea. And in a sense, it's seed money for that investigator to
pursue that idea and then to reenter the system, or attempt to re-
enter the mtem by submitting a full-fledged proposal that would
be revimW competitively.

I guess that's one way of saying that even NSF, which funds cut-
ting edge research all the time, is saying that in order to counter
this tendency that may be out there, we'll have this small grants
for experimental research program.

It's clear that at the two agencies where peer review has been
the primary input to decision-making, NSF and NIM, that program
relevanceanother way of saying "manager discretion"is more
and more being exercised. In other words, peer panels, peer evalua-
tions are certainly the primary input but they are not automatical-
ly the basis for deciding who gene and who doesn't

Mr. BM-MHZ& Are you suggesting by that that the proposal pres-
sure itself is having an effect at the peer review agencies of in-aa n?
creDar &

mnger
WHIN. Well, NSF, itself, did in an in-house study that they

released last August saying that they were being besieged with pro-
posals and they have to find some ways to streamline their paper-
work in order to continue to be selective of the most meritorious
research. So proposal pressure doesn't refer only to what the re-
searchers are feeling, it's also what the agencies are expuienchig.

Mr. Bouctnra. By the answer is yes?
Dr. Cifuany. Yes.
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Mr. BOUCHER. Let me go back to my first question which is this,
do you detect an adverse effect on high-risk research, getting those
proposals handed because of the proposal pressure that exists
today?

Dr. CHURIN. If you're flaking whether I think that high risk pro-
posals are being declined fundng more than they were in the past?

Mr. Boucinta. Right.
Dr. Quaint Members of the agencies who work in the agencies

at various staff levels claim absolutely not.
Mr. BOUCHER. Do you believe that?
Dr. CHUBIN. I never believe entirely what the agencies tell me.

That's my job, not to.
Mr. BOUCHER. What is your opinion based on the work that

you've done and the research that you've done?
Dr. CHuam. I think there's a lot of latitude within

within agencies. The high-risk agencies are still high-risk.
one says DARPA is doing it the way they always did it, and the
lower-risk agenciesI'm not sure who I'd want to put into that cat-
egoryI think there's a lot of variation within those agencies as to
the kinds of proposals that they fund, that they see as high risk
and others that they do not.

Mr. BOUCHIR. I don't want to dwell on this at great length. It's a
relatively minor point in the great mix of issues we're talking
about today, but I would like to get just one clear answer to this. In
those agencies that fund both high risk and for the sake of discus-
sion, low risk kinds of projects, do you detect any bias now against
the higher risk kinds of projects as the results of proposal pres-
sure?

Dr. CHUBIN. I didn't mean to be evasive before, but I don't think
there is a bias in the agencies on this particular dimension. I think
the agencies have got to balance various kinds of criteria and I
think that they do a fine job at that.

Mr. Boucinge. All right. Thank you.
The gentleman from New York, Mr. Boehlert?
Mr. BoxinzeT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I must confess to all of you that I am as frustrated a member of

Congress as you can fmd because I agree that we have to set prior-
ities. We just can't do all things for all disciplines and simulta-
neously, but the problem is we rely on the advice of expartaas

Tmight
expect, we're generaliststo help us set the priorities.

e frustration element gets at a very MO level when we talk to
the experts and very few of them are willim to discuss the merits
of any project outside of their discipline.

I could address my favorite topic, the superconducting super col-
lider, and I get a narrow discipline in the physics community that
will tell me it's the greatest thing since sliced bread. Privately, I
get people all over the scientific community saying, we think
you're on the right track, we don't think this is a high priority. We
think there are others that deserve a much higher priorq. Pri-
vately, they say that. Pubhcly, it's something quite different.
That's the frustration. Can you help me? Can yz a calm me dovra a
litt ite bit? Can you guide me n the right direction?

Dr. Cinrsny. I'm afraid I can disillusion you further. Do you want
to say something?
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Dr. &mum. Let me give Daryl a chance to decide what he
wants to say and make a comment of my own.

I think you're askingno, you're asking what looks to you to be
the same question of those different groups. I think, in bct, they
are answering different questions, When you askit doesn't matter
which projectthe discipline about it, they're telling you about the
narrow, scientific merit of that pro*t and they're taing you a bit
about how it ties into the future of that discipline. They h,ave that
in mind.

When you ask those in another discipline, they may be saying,
well for the development of scientiett and engineers for the future,
for the breadth of the field, for the way in which we would build
facilities that have uses beyond the discipline, for our interests,
then this projectwhatever the projects may bewill be evaluated
differently.

So within the discipline, they are answering a disciplinary ques-
tion. When you cross disciplines, they're talking about what I guess
we'd describe as the health of the whole scientific establishment. It
doesn't mean that either answer is wrong. They are just, I think,
the same question means different things to different people and so
you would expect to get different answers.

One of the reasons we suggest that Congress can decide what
you'd like scientific research to accomplish, you might thenand
there's a list of goals we mentioned earlier and we can talk about
againthen you have a better idea how any given project or field
fits into those, or activities within a field then you might get a
somewhat more consistent set of answers.

You could ask the proponents of the SSC or any of the other me-
gaprojects what they intend to accomplish on a number of national
goals7pick your national goalsand if one of them is the advance
of science or energy physics, I suspect you'll get a very positive
answer. As you go into other fields, you may get, well we haven't
thought about that or it too is very positive.

Mr. BOEHLEET. Well, let me ask you this. Why do you think there
is such great reluctancebelieve me on this subject I've talked to
some of the most distinguished scientists in America to say pub-
licly what they are willing to say to me privately?

ANDELIN. I would be surprised if that weren't true, I suppose.
Mr. Bosonswr. But why? I'm bying to get the why.
Dr. ANDICLIN. Well, we're saying gentleman's agreement not per-

son's agreement for science
Mr. BoxifLwr. Are they afraid of getting verbally spanked by

their colleagues and their discipline?
Dr. ANDELIN. But also if you re not m a given discipline, you

can't easily judge the leading edge in that other field and so it's
hard to make a statement about whether or not some project or
area or funding increase is or isn't valuable to chat other field.

if you can ask a question that's constrained
enough in words that everybody knows what it means and it means
the same thing to all parties, you may get more consistent answers.

Mr. Bosau.zwr. The Industrial Research Institute, for example,
was asked to prioritize five megabucks science projects, for want of
a better description, in terms of their contribution to the competi-
tiveness of the United States. Human genome came out number
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one. Space station came out two. Number three was the national

VanellgraCeakirtbizt that's sort of a broad base, anonymously an-
Number foursurpriseSDI, and number five

swered survey of 200 or so professionals in the private sector.
Dr. 1%NDSLIN. But that question is tightly enough phrased that

you t get roughly that same answer, or a mix depending on
the " 'dual. It may be shuffled differently, but you'd get individ-
uals to answer that 9uestion because you're saying jufted on a
competitiveness criterion, a how do these rank. If you ask, judged
on the development of scientists and engineers over the next
decade, how do these rank; if you ask, judged on the utility of
whatever it is you're spending money on to build institutio ca-
pability dr riiaintain institutional capability, how do these rank; or
ask about the development of new materiW or new technologies, it
depends on your questionif you ask about Nobel prizes

Mr. Bozinzirr. So we have to be more precise and more narrow
in our phrasing of thequestion?

Dr. ANDsum. Yes. There's ten questions you could ask, not one.
If you ask one, you'll get the answer that fits theperson depending
on where he or she is si and what they thinIL is the question.
If you eak it very specifi , they'll say I don't know, which is a
leetimate answer or they'll p you sort it out.

Dr. ROBOTISM. We also believe in this report that there should be
recognition of what the role should be of the different communities.
We don't put much stock in the science community being able to
generate cross.cutting priorities. They don't have any mechanism
to do it. They don't know how to do it, and they've shown in the
past that it is just like you've mentioned.

We feel, tho that it is the role of Congress and the role of
others to apply ad onal criteria beyond just strict scientific merit
and disciplines to order these priorities. So instead of relying on
the science community to come up with the broad priority-setting
structure, which they have shown to be unable to do and which we
don't think they can do, Congress needs to take this on itself and
also ask the Executive Branch to come up with a cross-cutting pri-
ority set.

Mr. Boianzirr. Well, I accept your challenge and this year on
this full committee, Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight,
we're going to be working the problem, as they say in this town,
and we'll look to you for some guidance as we very carefully craft
very specific questions because quite frankly, the only reason I'm
on this committee is when I came to Qmgress as a freshman in
1982, the wizards of the back room looked at my background and
said, Boehlert got a D in high school physics, he belongs on the Sci-
ence Committee.re lxtuJarr . I say that, and it's true, but we are generalists up
here and we're constantly reaching out for the best advice we can
get. We're talking about billions and billions of dollarsthey're not
my dollars, I contribute a few to the Treasury but they're your dol-
lars.

Yes, Doctor?
Dr. CHUM. Mr. Boehlert, we'd be happy to help you craft some

af those questions.
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Mr. Bozinzirr. Thank you so much. You've got a deal.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Boticim. The Chair thanks the gentleman and thanks this

panel for its presentation this morning. We may have some follow
up questions for you in which case, we'll submit those in writing.

We now welcome our second panel of witnessei for the day, Dr.
Ro lard Schmitt, the President of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute;
Dr. Rustum Roy, Professor of Physics at Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity; Dr. Leon Lederman, President of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science; and Dr. Douglas Lauffenburger,
Alumni Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University of Illi-
nois.

We welcome our second panel. Without objection, your written
statements will be made a part of the record and we would ask for
a 5 minute summary of your statements orally, and we will be
happy to recognize the first gentleman to be seated who I believe is
Dr. Schmitt. We'll be happy to begin with you, sir.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROLAND saimnvr, PRESIDENT, RENSSELAER
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Dr. Scimin.r. Mau's; you, Mr. Chairman.
I have learned from reading the papers and the comments in this

room that university presidents, when they appear before congres-
sional committees these days, have to establish some credibility. I
want to spend a minute doing that. I think that with Congressman
Boehlert, I have already have it, I hope.

I've spent 3 years as a university president, 37 years before that
in industry, in a position that turned out many, many innovations
that have produced billions of dollars of commerce for the United
States, cat scanners, magnetic resonance imagers, high perform-
ance polymers, jet engines, lighting and so on, a lab which pio-
neerW in many of these areas and won in many of them against
the Japanese as well as others.

I also come from a university in which our administrative costs
are going down. Our overhead rate is going down. nine are no
flowers in the president's house paid for by taxpayers' money and
where a minuscule fraction of our research support comes from the
Japanese, and that only with the concurrence of our American
partners, whereas a larger fraction of our research is supported by
industry than that of any other significant research university. So
that, I hope, will establish the grounds on which sit, stand or
speak.

The OTA report, "Federally Funded Researclr. Decisions for a
Decade," is indeed a very, very timely and Important report. In
reading it, I found a number of parallels to a k I gave an Febru-
ary 15, 1991 to a joint meeting of the Councils of the National
Academies of Science and Engineeriw, and the National Science
Board. Trus my written testimony which has been submitted is
based on that earlier talk. What I would like to do is jut,t, summa-
rize it very, very briefly.

The perspective cI my reirArks is that of an academic research
university, rather than thet of the Federal Government so it differs
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slightly from that of OTA. So I took a look at the total funding of
academic research, not just the Federal funding.

This is important because Federal funding has been the slowest
growing . -urce of support for academic R&D over the last two dec-
ades, Moreover, today Federal funding accounts for only about 60
percent of total academic R&D flinding.

What is perhaps most striking to one that looks at that is that
the level f discontent in the academic research community has
become more and more intense during the 1980s when the growth
of total support has been strangest.

Recently this was dramatized especially strongly by an interest-
ing little survey that appeared in the February 1991 issue of Phys-
ics Today. There it was reported that young 'Physics faculty were
surveyed in 1977 and were again surveyed in 1990. In 1977, 68 r-
cent of those surveyed thought that funding was adequate in 1
only 11 percent thought so a dramatic drop.

Mr. Boxinzwr. Excuse me. That's within the physics community?
Dr. Sciourr. That's young physics faculty, that's correct.
If you look at the per capita support, the actual per capita sup-

port in constant dollars in the physical sciences, which admittedly
includes physics, chemistry and a little bit of astronomy, that per
capita support in constant dollars hit a minimum in 1977 when 62
percent of the people thought funding was adequate and the per
capita support has been growing steadily at about 6 percent per
year ever since as the number who thought there was adequate
support plummeted, a very curious phenomena, and one of the
most dramatic ones that I can imagine to show one of the things
that seems to be happening.

During the 1980s, the constant dollar per capita support of aca-
demic research in total has been growing substantially at the same
time that the level of discontent seems also to have Wen rowing.
So I have had to come to believe that there are structural MUSS in
the system as it exista today thht are as important as the money
issues and my submitted testimony examines this curious situation
in more detail.

Just to mention a few of the changes that have occurred during
the last two decades, there has been a very significant growth in
the academic research system consisting of two elementsone in
the number of institutions engaged in research and second, in the
relative amount of effort devoted to research over education and
teaching.

a
larger number of institutions and Federal fun

The acdemic research system has 9uite admirably, in my 74
ion, spread to a
has contauted to that spread. We have many more research uni-
versities today than we had in the early 1970s. At the same time,
the resairch intensity on those campuses has grown. A larger and
larger fraction of academic doctorals have become dedicated to the
research, the number of academic doctorates with R&D as their
primary activity has more than doubled in the last 15 years. Fur-
thermore, the new doctorals going into academia have increakingly
gone into research and development, not teaching positions. Final-
ly, among the academic doctorals primarily devoted to the re-
search, nonfaculty employees are growing the fastest. So every sign
indicates the increasing research intensity of the system.
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If you look at the deployment of post doctoral students and of
graduate students, we find changes in those that are all consistent
with this increasing research intensity on the campus, more and
mine research assistance devoted to mrdcular resairch goals, less
and less resources into more general things like traineeships and
fellowships.

What do you conclude from all of this? In my view, academic re-
search has three essential funcfions. One, the first one is to con-
tribute to knowledge of value to our society. The second is to edu-
cate graduate students via the composite system of advanced, spe-
cialized courses and research apprenticeships. Third, is to enrich
the education of undergraduate students via teaching by faculty
who are in touch with advancing knowledge.

All of the trends I remark on indicate a significant shift to that
first function, namely contributing to knowledge and the signifi-
cant growth in its size, especially during the last decade. Moreover,
that trend is one that has tended to reduce local flexibility. Virtu-
ally all the support is by targeted research grants. There is little
local flexibility left to reallocate resources.

I think that one of the problems of support for young, beginning
researchers today may come fivm this limited used to
be that department heads and deans were able to trainees
and some of the fellows to faculty members to he p them get
started in research. That *ty is gone today. The Federal sup.
port of traineeships has dropped signif1antly.

So I believe that the discontent today and the stresses expressed
in many quarters has led many to believe that it is simply a short-
age of money that is a problem but as you can tell, I think that the
problems are deeper than that and the pressures to continue evolv-
ing further in the same direction may not be the thing to do. It
may be time to pause and ask is this the best way to go.

I think OTA has articulated some of those issues very well, at
least for the Federal Government. I believe the academic communi-
ty must also join in this reexainination. Solving this, there is no
single magic bullet or master plan that can solve these problems.
There are many specific actions that need to be strengthened or
initiated and they generally fall into three groups.

The first that I would put forward is making better use of our
present resources. In my view there are significant opportunities
for doing that and I can go into some detail on that if you like. The
second ls linking research more strongly to education and to
human resource Oevelopment The OTA report does acknowledge
human resource development can be an important component of
academic research. I think it is a high priority. Finally, is devising
innovative new initiatives to attract new resources.

In the testimony that I submitted, I have details of several speoif-
ic suggestions on that. I might just mention two or throe of those.
One is the spread of research to more and more universities. I
agree with the OM comment that in debw that, we should not en-
courage every new research university to become a comprehensive
research university. We should rather adopt policies and priFtices
which will encourage some of these universities to c-aliw in cer-
tain areas, others to specialize in other areas. I thia some changes
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in the policies and practices of agencies could help to produce that
result.

Another dimension of research utilization quite frankly is the
local management of resources. By that I mean equipment, space,
services, as well as the direct efforts of the research team itself. I
am sure that on most campuses, there are great opportunities for
more sharing of equipment, more effective utilization of space, and
especially less expensive ways of procuring needed services. I could
give you examples of that, if you wish.

In research and education today there is a strong bias towards
using nonfaculty, doctoral research people on research grants
rather than using graduate students, which I think is a very bad
thing. Why is that so? The reason is very simple. The sponsoring
agencies are all oriented towards seeing what research results are
produced and to get nonfaculty doctoral people working on those
research contracts rather than graduate students produces results
more quickly, leading to publications earlier and a better chance of
renewalagain, a situation that could be changed and affected by
agency policies.

I believe that the Administration's program of traineeships and
fellowships across all of the principal agencies supporting academic
resources, a very desirable initiative and strongly support that. In
addition, an organization with which I am associated, IDORETECH,
is also advocating the establishment of fellowship and traineeship
programs by each of the Federal megascience and megatech pro-
gram,. We talked about those programs earlier. If we're going to
have such lare megascience, megatech programs, they ought to be
asked to contribute to the development of the human resources
that they use.

Finally, we need a lot of new ideas. I emphasized local flexibility.
I think some of the ideas in NSF illustrate what I'm talking, the
Engineering Research Centers, the Science and Technology Re-
search Centers, were very rine initiatives that brought millions of
additional dollars into the science budgets, but we need more new
ideas.

One that's been suggested which would help to alleviate a prob-
lem I mentioned earlier. That is this decreasing local flexibility
would be something equivalent to DOD's independent research and
development funds, the R&D funds provided to academic institu-
tions doiw federal research, funds equal to a certain percent of the
Federal MD contracts and awards that could be used by the insti-
tutions themselves for unrelated programs and espeoially to help
solve this problem of getting young, new investigators started.

Well, there are other ideas like that. My point simply is that
while I believe it is important to continue the growth rate; in
R&D, in academic R&D, at the rates of the 1980sI don't wait to
say that there are no money problems, far from itI also believe
that we need to make some structural changes in the way that
growth is used.

AB things stand, I don't know that just pumping another $10 bil-
lion into the system won't simply intensify these structural prob.
lems that have caused the stresses that are curiowly out of sync
with the growth rates, as I pointed out, and won't simply precipi-
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tate the call for another $10 to $15 billion increment down the
road.

That's a summary of the written testimony I submitted, Mr.
Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Schmitt followsl
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Academic Research and Development.
Now Can We Improve Its dont

Boland W. Schmitt
President, Remember Pelyteohnie Instftute, Troy, NY

Testimony before the Subcommittee on Science of she
Committee on Science, orpritaltatiwTeehnsolory duU.& nom ot

March 29, 1991

In reeding the draft of the Me of Technology Assessmenta rsPort on
"Fedsally Funded Hewer& Dedsions lm a Decade, I was struck by the many
sinsilaridu with a talk I gave on February 15, 1991 to aloha meeting piths
Councils of the National Academies of educe and Engineering and the Nati mal
Science Board at t: a Beckman Center in Irvine, CA. A priselpal difference is that
the CTA report examines the *mu ham the perspective of the fideral
gormament whomu I had looked &am the 'empathy of academic institutio 9.
The !Aiming testimony is based on that earlier talk because I believe it is relevant
to thr issues being addressed by this committee today. I Wive added material
devolved since mil.February and hay- omitted a lot decimate about politial
realities that I mirreyed to that earlier audience of scientists gad eogiasere.

There ill a CUkaill phenomsnon occuring in the academic research
community today, a phenomenon that the OTA report allude* to but dims mit Silly
address. It is this: elter a decade dame tithe best growth io support of
academic research that has ever been saperionced, the discontent among
academic rusachen is at an all time high. For example, a recent survey'
:sports that among young physics faulty there has been a dramatic drop from
83%in 1977 to 11% in 1990 in the fraction who bairn that research funding is
adequate. This mitt joins rising tide of complaint about the plight of scads Me
research ia the 1,7.8 today, a tide that was dramatised by 14031 Ledermaas
survey2 pith. views nt 250 academic researchers.

While I could not readily and data on physics gone, Figure 1 shows the
support trends per academic doctoral in the physical sciences (mainly phyvics,

'Raman Ceupco, Den* Kiappner and Satan Rios, Basicalogia. Feb, 1991. 0.37
al.ean M Ledarenan, Solaftar The EN et dm Frontier?, A won ID MO Soard ot Mows at the
American Assodattn tar the Advaneement f Stamm Jan. 31, 1991.
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cluunistry and astronomy) from 1973 through 1997. The curious fact is that :ViIng

physics Amity felt best in 1977, after several years of diminishing support ard felt
woot after the costaimed growth in per capita support during the '80s.

Whatever expliastioA one wants to air fbr this phenomenon, it
drectatizes the filet that we need to understand much better than Via da tOda)
wha: is hoppenine on the academic :march scene.

So Ws look at the condition of academic research today. I'D begin hp
towelling, in part, the impreesion kft by the AAAS report: academic researl is
not olite as bad off as implied. Vint, looking mly at basic and applied resew ch,

the report omits the development effbrt at academic institutions amounting c.

$87081, or a little corer 8% of campus research expenditures in 1989. But, even

more important, it omits the non-fidend Kornis of support which were 116.8B or

40% of tha total in :MS.
Moreover, Li Figure 2 shows (along the bottom tow) during the 20-year

period, 1969 to 1989, federal support grew more slowly than any other source,

avenging 8.8% pe- year compered to 18,1% from industrial soliTCRI end 11.45.

from other MUMS, Uyou look at the two ten year periods. 1969 to 1979 and 19'79 to

1909, you will nab* that in the decade of the seventies, thegrowth rates were

lower end the inflation rates higher than they want in the eightiee, So, &Pin, the

eight's, when discontent has been growing on campuses, has been a &cads c f

considerable real growth in the support of academic research!
But, we nut. to examine support in constant , not current dollars and w r,

therefore, need a price deflator. The AAAS report uses theOMB R&D prke

deflator. In spit* setts num, it wu not designed to ineseure the price of R&D

inputs. The GNP prim &Bator is mon conusonV used. They difbr from one

another: during tho two decade, in question tho OMB R&D *Mu grew at

7.2year while the ON? index pew et only 6%/year. (The differences betweesi

the two defiaton, again, were larger in the 70's than the 80s. So growth during

lb* 804 io not vel7 tItahrent, witches deflator in WM

Putting thou two things togethertotal amdsmic R&D expenditures, nni

just federal expenditures for bask and applied, and the OM prim deflator ratter

than tioe OMB R&D deflatoryou get quite a diffannt picture from that of the

AAAS Melt Fiore $ shows a comparison of the two views. One yields an

inaum of only 334 in constant dollars, the other yields 101%, or double betwet n

'69 and '89.
An item of considerable interest I. the rate at which institutions have beln
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iv:Nosing the use of their own fands br R&D. As Figure 4 shows, it has been
much faster than the increases in state supposed R&D even though the lams hu
reeved more public astantion. Cot:adoring the finandel problems that maLy
institutions of highsr education axe feces today, thia may be on* ache founts of
the troubles of the researth ocesmunity.

Figure 5 s.%4ws that tha academia binding For doctoral looks vory difkant
what% vou look at total funding, using the ONP deflator, than when looking at
federal Amain' only, using tho OMB R&D donator.

Just to be sum that thee are no prominent anomalous subsets cf tbis data.
Figure 6 shows tha apenditures per academie doctoral in mural areas. The per
capits amounts am quite difforeat but the patterns me all similar.

What conclusions can wo draw from those date? Pint, while the total
amount &money going into the academic research system is a constraint, those
seems to be other problems u wall. We am back to per capita expenditmiss suer
those cede "golden ere of tha late Ws but complaints are at a four pitch. Ncw, it
will bo said that de per capita expenditmes need to be higher Way beaus* of the
more sophisticatod, mom expenses equipment and faties that me method. I
slim Bet, while the higher capital intensity drum& today should imply

p.m boyars wawa id 11211 inputa to rename ought oleo Iced to higher
productivity and thus lower coats per mit of numb output and them output;
are hard to measure.

In any event, if on* is ta judge by the level of discontent, the strews in tl
scademio mouth cream are high. If total money alone oan't explain this
phenomonce, what other factors might also be contributing? Maybe the eystem
has soma structurii problsma that also mod come= And, Weer* an
at:actual problems, bow can we be sure that just pouring mom money into th)
mem will solve than?

Let's look at some of tha changes within th. academic research system.
During the last two denim, them has boon egnifIcant growth of this system. It
bas =seed of two apanding elements: first, tha number of institutions
engaged in research and semi the rolativo amount of Ale devoted to research
over education end teaching. Let's look at each.

The academic rosearch system has spread to larger number of
institutions and federal Amiding has oontributed to this spud. Prom the 11-73
period until the '87.59 period, the number of academic dopamine 'wolfing
Mend :march money grew about 2216 in engin Ring and almost NM in the life
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and physical sciences u Figure 7 shows. Sti. today. academic research is th -Wing
net jut OO the Bait Cust, the West Coast and a few selected spots between. It is
also pursued on campuses in the Southeast, South, Southwest. Midwest,
Northwest and misty more.

Meanwhile. the research intensity on these campuses has grown. A 1.irger
and AMR itaClion of &mimic doctorial have become dedicated to ma'am.
Agu...e 8 illustrates this shift. Tbe number of academic doctorates in the not iral
sciences and engineering3 with R&D as their primary activity hu more ther
doubled in the last 14 years. Further. aew doctoral* going into academia harp
increasingly gone into R&D, not teaching pasitions especially in doctoral

institutions. Moreover, among academic doctoral. primarily devoted to research,
non-faculty employees are growing the fastest. There is also a set of S&E
scatismics who are approaching retirement in this donde who cams into the
Velem during its period of rapid growth; they have significantly occupied the
tenured fealty positions in academic institutions. leaving only limited
opportunities for entry IMO a normal academic career by junior people. This, i oo,
has undoubtedly ccntributed to the younger peoples' morammit into mseareh-
oriented positions. Meanwhile. the faculty itself is aging, the avenge age her ng

pow from 42 to 4 in the last 15 pan.
But, if a larger and larger fraction of academic doctoral§ are Engagedin

research today, then expenditures per doctoral in tatal - the manure we used

earlier. - may not be the right =MM. We need to know the so-called "ffill tin e

equivalents" engaged in research and see bow the espenditures per FTE have

varied over time. Maybe this is what has deteriorated. Ths deta is a little spar ia .
some applying te academia institutions without the Federally Funded R&D
Centers (FFRDCs), scone applying with them. Figure 9 shows what I. avoilsar.
Frankly, it *uprises me a hit because I bairn it should have shown some deers est

to be consistent with the other data I've presented, data that I think is more
trustworthy. Nevenhelus, for completeness I show it with the cavut that it is a

fkat that needs a deeper look.
Looking at the deployment of postdoctoral students and of graduate

students, we ead the &anvil ors oil ronetstent with the inwortoing resea.41..

intensity of ampule. About 90% of all postdocs are used in R&D and these ha% s

in this paper 9naturai mime Ind eneomorr MAE) revs to so et 'mime mg
engineeinr except psychotoey and social WORMS.
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grown from -4,300 in 13 to -10,300 in 29, a growth of-8% per year. Also, Figure
10 *tows how the utilisation ofpaduate students has changed. The &nest
growing segment is Research Assistants, where federal avows has contxibt.ted
to the growth but not by any MIMS caused it all. Teaching Assistants, almost
totally finided by non-Mani sources have abo grown but not as rapidly al
Researth Assistar.ts. Meanwhile, Fellowships and Trahweships have
lanviished with Morally supported ones having dropped by about ona.third.
Fiore 21 Ruth*, Arms that the member of fall time MAE graduatestudenti
eupprted by NEW fonds languished during the 80's while those supported
higher educational institution. own Rinds pew. It is a trend that MAU
coati tue, given the fiscal constraints heed by those institutions today.

A final querion that might be asked is whether or not a Mew people on esch
campus get * high proportion of the research money while many others struggle
for it. This possiblity was suggested to me by the Vies President for Research at a
major mewl universith I have not had time to get data on any campus but my
own. Figure 12 illustrates that hie svggratien may have merit. at least enougt to
inverigate it further.

What do we conclude fram all of tbis data? Academic research has three
ssenal Anictions:

vto contribute to knowledge of value to our today,
*to educate graduate students via the composite system of
advanced, specialised courses and reesarch apprenticeships,
'to enrich the education of imdergraduate students via
teaching bY faculty in touch with advancing knowledge.

All of the trends we've noted indicate a signcant shift to the first innetion and a
significant growth in its site, especially during the last decade. The ineruse 01
academic staff devoted to mural% the increase of research auistantainps wit eh
ars &Packed to specific research pants or contracts, the lag of the more tlasibitt
Moe/ships and trainees*, which ars more closely linked to the educational
flinction, the increase of teaching assistantship that generany ram facnitY
teaching burdens - ars all consistent with this trend.

Moreover, the trend is one that tends to reduce load flexibility. If the
dietribotica of research &ads on each campus le highly litewed as ree abown it
to be at Renuelser and limpet it to be elsewhere we may have a fraction of thf
facia, on each =me who an vszy well off mined with many who are
struggling. And if vrtually all of the support is by Wooed *aura ran*
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thin is little local flexibility to reallocate resources. whatever the merits.
One of the probiems of support fin young, beginning neserchers today may

stem from this limited flexibility. Department heads end deans used to be ebb to
assign trainees and ems ibllows to young faulty members to help them get
startad in their remarch. In fact, today, became of the lag in the number of sach
posicons, it is teaching usistents who may be assigned to younger &ruby to :alp
with r....arth, thus turning sans of these politic= into a subsidy of research,
supp, -te imply by the institutions themselves.

One of the biome is whether or not the key criteria fbr !Waal support of

academic research should be "scientific merit and mission relevancir as the )TA

sip= suggests and which would ssy that the first of the three essential flanct ens

that I stated above is, indeed, the correct one for emphasis. Or, should human

rem= development to strengthen future research capabiliv share equal status

as a federal *active. I happen to think that it ehoulal, thus giving equal weigbt to

the mcond end third of my essential fbnctions, above, of seeds:* research. It is

an important issue because it bears directly on whether the attitude of the tbderal

gonrnment is that of proconment or that of TISCIUVO development An atittutte of

"proctmostent", the dominant one today, ludo directly to aystems of ihnitad local

flexibility.
The discontent today and the stresses expressed in many +manors has led

many to believe that it is simply a shortage of money that is the problem. As you

can tsi, I think the problems may be deeper than that and that the pressure to

cantina evolving further in the same direction may not be the thing to do. It nirry

be time to pause and mk, b this the best wait° 0e
During the last two decades money did .3ot pow as tat as researchers

during the 70's. Oniy in the last decade has thatbegun to turn around ironically

the unhappiness of Ihe community seems to have erupted during the vary pelt d

when the change ha become favorable. Meanwhile, *cues, onsdantit

institutions have bad to get increasing amounts of support from industry and

froin Oats ioverningott NA especially, have had to put mom and more of club

own resources into i-.. And messes ere appearing, today, in all three of thou

quartvc academie institutions, states, and industrias.
Bo, what de era do about our condition? rim there are uveral things that

we an t or shouldn't do. Let ma list them.
Beduce the cumber and distribution of research univereitim gad, like

Britain, try to concontr, m a nlatively few slits schools. Thie won't work sad
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can't be dons. It would be a political minefield; first, bemuse of continual
Congressional intornt and, in Nfirs caw a statutoty requirement in pay: ng
attention to geopapleical distribution. And second, because we've now, quite
rightiy, convinced many politicians that research universities can contribute
significantly to rational economic development.

Reduce the, number of Ph,Ds awarded to U.S. citizens so as to reduce the
alleged *surplus- cf nmerchen. I fear that this la the most likely outcome of the
kind of campaign launched the AAAS report. It would be bad fr. nvo masons.
First, we will need an influx of new. teaching faculty before the end of the decode.
And second, academie research is not a surplus commodity. It still has much,
untapped potentia2 fin contributing to solutions of the nation's end tbs world
problems,

Place a tax on high-tech products as snouted by tits MAE Mott This
would be a disastrtus policy, a quick way to make the U.S. even less competitive in
world markets, For ,).0 .ast several years consortium of universities and
industries, CORETZ ;41'.445 been struggling to get the R&D tax credit made
permanent - ae a means of stimulating induetrial R&D end industrial supper, of
academic R&D. The idea of teeing these goods instead of giving a tax incentive to
the R&D behind them is a sure prescripdon hr firths: damage to
competitiveness.

There is no single magic bullet or muter plan that can solve our problans.
Rather, there are crazy specific actions that need to be strengthened or initiated.
They faH into several groups that should be of interest to this committee today:

*Making better use of our present mounts.
lAnking research more strongly to education and human resource

development.
Devising innovative new initiatives to attract now resources.
Ws take them one by one.
My suggestions are net wholly original. I have borrowed liberally from

others. especially from Pon% Press, President of the National Academy of
Sciences, from Robert White, President of the National Academy al Raliallifirli;
end It= worng roups of CORETIC31, a lobbying orginisation for science and

technoloey, which I chair.

311013111:
We need to make better use of the resources that we do get. There are

uvera: dimensions to this. The first is a policy and program management btu I,
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I said earlier that we should not try to reverse the spread a:research to more end
more campuses, as some have implied if cot sugguted explicitly. But, that
doesn't mean that every campus aspiring to eminence in research has to be
comprehensive in its numb. We ought to be encouraglog diffbrant dusters of
ncellents at different campuses. Aed w OW du We if proposals were to be
judged not on intrinsic merit alone, but also on context is the work linked or
synergistic to other work on the campus? Will it help to build a steeple ci
excellence on the =pus? It would be a policy conducive to a strong, dispernd
academic research system that yet had only a healthy degree of redundancy
across *II institutions.

Another dimension of resource utilisation is the local management of
resowces and by :hat I mun equipment, space, services, etc., II will as tho
direct efforts of tha research team itsdf. I am sure that on most campuses ths re
are put opportun: ties tbr mon sharing of equipment, more effective utilixacim
of sFses and Nu aiVensive ways of procuring needed urvioss. For example,
when granting money for now equipment agencies might ask what the plans ars
fir donne:Nam *in of the equipment and for plans to share it. Addressing Simla
issues wisely can hap individual researchers, yet these are virtually no forces in
tha nada* environment short devises -thst motivate either the
administration or the faculty to address them. I believe that some sort of task f wee
to visit many campuses, to identii, the best practices on any of these campuses
and to widely diueminate this isttbrmatien would be valnahla.

In many instiansp reorganization of academic education and research
could substantially improve the use el resources and the cost of overhead. Fru&
Press made this purgation and pointed out that it might be pa:U=1*dg cimal)
because a generation of faculty is being replaced* a new ono.

BounWilistiCO
Turning now to the second group of actions; linking research more

strongly to education and human meource development. One of the arguments of

the AAA13 document is that the austere level of &Ming win discourage graduate
students from pursuing research omen in academia. Yet, ironically, u ry.
pointed DIA, some of our problems arise from tha separation of en increasing
portion of academic research from teaching.

Today, there is a strung bias toward using non-fsculty, doctoral research
people on research aunts rather than graduate students. Why? It produces
results more quickly, leading to more publications, miler, and a better chance
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getting &tare renowals and new grants. The bias is ageinat using research
srant money on paduste students, 1st alone against involving undergraduatim
This is a biu that could be corrected by policies of the granting amnia ast tit
back to fellowship end trainseebipa, for example. Or, changes like the Man
NSF requirement to submit only the ten top publications plus a list of graduat 3
degrees produced 17 principel investigators instead of*. ususl list edemas or
even hundreds of publications. The purpose of this change is to lat reviewers Nes
the educational se wen as research output of the principal investigator.

CORETECH, the lobbying consortium of industrial and academic
inatit alone, has adopted a platihrm in support of the administrations progran of
trainteships and fillowships mom all of the principal agenda supporting
academic research. In addition, it avocet's the establishment of a fellowship
and traineeship program by each of the federal impedance and megstach
prognms.

There are s 1st of other aolisteo et fundiag atbalii** 444 tasumilmma buth
implicit and explicit biases against the educational ihnction of research in
academe; we should institute a study to idlest* all of them and then decide on
approriate changes.

But most important of all is the cheap in Moral attitude and policies
toward the funding of research on campuses. The view that it is the procuremmt
of a ammodity, however meritorious, should be abandoned and the human
MOM* &Aegean dimetudon should become prominent This, again, wank
support strengthened pregrems of traineeships. Other ideas that would move us
in this direction are noted in the nut section.

Nasidiaa:
We Dead sesta new ideas. What we must do is to generate new ideas that

can be promulgated actively to MIRA DOD, to NM etc and that will be
persuasive, congressional commitme by coneressional committee in Congress.

At NM the imention of the interdisciplinary research centers, the
Engineering Sesser% Canters and the Science and Technology Research Canters
brought millions and millions of dollars into NSF budgets that would not
otherwise be there.

What are some new ideas Ibr the future? One is to provide the equivalent of

DOD's Indelondsn1 R&D &lids 10 *adonis institutions doing federal research
bads equal to a artain percent of federal R&D contract' and awards could be
used by the institutiin for unrelated programs a stimulus tor the exploration of
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new fields. Or, institutional grants linked in broad goals not specific research
areas could be evaded competitively, spin permitting local flexibility. Sotb of
thus approaches are directly in line with my plea iv systems permitting meter
local flexibility and more devoted to human resource development.

In tba end, one must conclude that money alone in amounts much greater
then growth durirg the 110s may not solve the problems of the academic rosier&
syettm. While I believe it important to continue growth at the rotes of the 80'3, I
also *live that we need to make scma structural changes in the way that grawth
is nett As thinp stand. we don't know that just pumping another 111013 into the
system won't simply intensify the structural problems that have caused the
mutes and precipitate a call for mother $1041143 increment down the road.
Unfirtunately, also, the general call eir another MB doesn't give anyone, any
whorl in poeitions of responsibilior anything to do. It works wonderflilly on tie
billbcards mid matquess and headlines. It I. appealing to the media. Even
though the value ethat appeal shouldn't be nielected, the real, fact:ivs wadi»
has to be fought 61H/where.

So what do we do? There have beats many talks, many news articles, own a
fiw studies, but no one has yet faced up to reexamining the mystem we have .
silting how it can be improved, and coming up with specific recommendation ).
agency by agency, amgressional committee by congressional committee. We

should do so and the Office of Technology Miasmas report is a good beginn ng.

6. 2
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Mr. Boyer's& Thank you, Dr. Schmitt. We'll withhold questions
until the other witnesses have presented their oral summaries.

Dr. Lederman, we'll be happy to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF DR. LEON LEDERMAN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

Dr. Licnsuatax. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'll try to stick to the charge that we were given in this and con-

centrate really on the OTA report where I fmd, from my dominant
impression, one omission and two places where I thought the dis-
cussion was weak.

The omission has to do with evaluating the health of the re-
search system. In several places, we are reassured that "This struc-
ture has sustained the largest and most productive research capa-
bility in the world," and yet a 1960s assessment of United States
leadership in autos, tires, steels, machine tools, consumer electron-
ics, and so on would have generated similarly encouraging bravos
but look where we are now.

In our reeearch enterprise, there have been over the yearsand
it's referenced in the OTA reportsymptoms of trouble. 'The fail-
ure to pay attention to those symptoms is, in my view, an omission
of the report.

The weaknesses are related to discussions of the scientific man-
power and to the understanding of the cost of research.

In my critique, I'd like to discuss research and education togeth-
er. Inc:uding education is important because the intimate connec-
tion between the two is useful as a metaphor or historical lesson
that this subcommittee might fmd interesting.

My mindset in discussing the OTA study is a rather long range
one as befits any discussion of research or education. Both enter-
prises, interwoven one into the other, involve complex infrastruc-
tures which hare enormous inertia with respect to change.

I confess to a vision which is driven by what I think are logical
arguments to predict that by the end of the decade, there will be a
dramatic change in the level of federally- funded research and fed-
erally-funded science and math education. My prediction is that
whereas research science, as in the OTA graph, is now at .8 per-
cent of the Federal budget. I predict that sometime by the end of
this decade it will exceed 2 percent or 3 percent and be climbing
rapidly. I know this end I believe that many committee members
know this because it is becoming increasingly clear that we, as a
Nation, have been underinvestinf in human resourceshuman re-
sources, the national stock of brains and brawn that will be needed
to maintain and enhance our economic well-being address the sci-
ence and technology parts of environmental degradation, clean and
inexpensive energy, affordable iu:gth ....are, unmet social needs and

our decaying cities and poor rural areas, and our responsibilities
collectively with our industrial allies to address the so-called
north/south inequities and standard of living.
I maintain the stock of basic knowledge to carry out this pm-

gram and to simultaneously provide the ever-increasing level of
fulfillment demanded by our citizens is insufficient in 1991.

G9..,.
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If you think this vision require; general removal by white-coated
attendants, let's recall that in 1983, the science/education budgets
were hovering at the few tens of millions of dollars. I think at am
point, almost zero. Today, the NSF alone is spending over $800 mil-
lion on science education, not to mention the large Emhower Pro-
gram at the Department of Education.

The confidence I have that the Federal Government will rear-
range its priorities in favor of nurturing the human resources does
not mean that we should be complacent. I confess to a complete un-
certainty as to how we get from here, from our preoccupation with
intense short-term problems, the deficit, the recession, the savings
and loans, so-called limited resources, to the correct balance be-
tween operations and investment.

I worry if we don't address the issue omitted from the OTA
report, we may find our science infrastructure going the way of our
educational infrastructure. Somehow while so many of us were con-
cerned about other things, our educational system began to crum-
ble and we became a Nation at risk.

There is a metaphor and a lesson. For almost a decade now, with
increasing investment, we are vainly trying to turn education
around, but so far it is not at all clear that things are really
moving. The only way to realize the President's worthy but roman-
tic goal of being number one in math and science by the year 2000
is to find a way to sabotage the other nations.

The lesson is that these massive infrastructures are easy to de-
stroy and incredibly difficult to repair. The symptoms of trouble in
the research community are alarming enough to be given extreme
ly serious attention like the canary in the mine Signs indicate that
there is a danger present.

I'm aware of the difficulties of obtaining a rational objective as-
sessment of the health of the scientific enterprise and I understand
why the OTA finessed this issue. On the other hand, it's a compli-
cated problem but has to be done. Data on the state of unhappiness
of scientists is admittedly one subjective indication which convinces
me that there's a problem but it may not convince the Congress.
There are other mechanisms, measurements of publications, cita-
tions, prizes, movement of scientists, the attraction to science of
students, economic activity of our high tech industries and doubt-
less many other indicators can be assembled and monitored.

I believe this needs to be done if we are not to find ourselves to-
tally unable to cope with the problems I listed earlier. Therefore, I
would urge the Subcommittee to ask the OTA staff to devise a
system for measuring and monitoring this very elusive quantity.

Let me go to the shortages. OTA expressed skepticism about the
projections of huge shortages in Ph.D. scientists and engineers are
expected within the early years of the next decade. The data come
from demographics and from very modest projections of economic
growth with more or less the same level of science and technology
activity we have today.

Reviewing this, I find the projected shortage predictions fairly
prsuasive and the OTA rebuttal rather weak. I think that it's pru-
dent to take these projections seriously. Suppose, in fact, the peo-
jections are correct and even possibly underestimated because none
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of the NSF pro*tions include the new burden on science and tech-
that follow from a global economy and global obligations.
, we do not hear complainti that there are too many teach-

ers. bat's discourage young . - . from going into teaching. Nor
will the question of too many .4 tists or too many Ingineers ever
be raised in Japan, for example. Once we have a crisis, it will take
drades to restore the interest in science and engineering in the

hrhsnechools and colleges.
ted that scientists are incorrigibly unhappy. It has never

willed over to the young, best entrants and to the graduate stu-
dents ang this is what's happening now. Once the word gets out,

Itripelme will be empty and we as a Nation will be at risk. I
here again the demographic problem, the pipeline issue, in-

cluding immigration flow, require a system of in place assessments
and monitoring.

If in fact our science infrastructure is showing signs of crum-
bling, then the effort of many of us to bring minorities and women
into the science limited work force, which the OTA report strongly
favors, may be comparedto the famous Pied Piper of

Finally, the cost uf doing researchand here to sort of aiibrevi-
ate my comments, I'd like to say that the OTA discussion, in my
view, just grazes the key point of what is called the complexity
factor. Let's put aside the issues of the inflation and where we are
now compared to say the good old days.

Having solved the problem of the 1970s in any scientific disci-
pline such as properties of Type II superconductors or the proper-
ties of parks inside nuclear matter, one finds in 1980, a new level
of . .histication and much more powerful apparatus is essential to
con ue the research.

Because of the ever deeper level of subtlety that the problems
present us with which still have to be solved, advances in technolo-
gy and knowledge are enabling: yes, as the OTA pointed out, but
what is missing is a simple choice, either you increase your power

i
of observation with aprg

progress.
r.. us and people, or you quit because

you're incapable of k
OTA's emphasis on the competition factor enters in the sense

that if scientists are better suppoyted elsewhere, the use of inad-
equate resources is even more pointless. I stress this because the
Congress should understand that science must grow in real costs
because of this complexity factor. The opening of new fields, which
comes upon us, is an additional presoure to grow. The expansion
and number of scientists is gratefully abW in larger groups to
handle more complex apparatus in developing the new fields and

ex&Eutgsummar my comments. The OTA rirt is an excellent
the geogra base of our rwm systsm.

thlearningcollection, accountability, criteria which must supplement sci-
and cogently addresses numerous ies priorities,

entific merit and so on. The Congress and the Nation must look
beyond these to the issue of how much science and how many sci-
entists does the Nation need, realizing that the structural inertia
in the sciences residing in the Congress, the flindingagencies, the
universities themselves, and the concurrent inertia in our educa-
tional system must be taken into account in any long range policy
decisions.
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This leaves the questions of the health of science, how this influ-
ences the realistic mechanisms for assuring an adequate flow of sci-
ence literates, and the continuous efforts to understand the dynam-
ics of evolving research needs.

I see as a minimum full and continuous employment of the OTA
staff.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Lederman follows:]
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Testimony
(ommittee an &knot Space and Technology

'Subcommittee on Science
Leen ki. Lederman

kinds 24 1991

Mr. Chairman,

Before 1 begin my remade spedfic to the OTA report, I wish to emphasize
that I *peak only for myself as a private citizen, hui am a Oval Maass who has
spent 45 years In the business of doing Mance, of tteching sdence of
administering a university laboratory of 200 people and nsanaging the Fermi
National Accderator Laboratory with 2000 people. More recently I am back in the
tutiversity, teachIng undergraduate liberal arts students, trying to do some
research with one post-doc and sante summer undergraduates, and also trying to
do something about sdence and math education in the great urban center we call
Chicago.

The task OTA set out le of extreme importance to the nail= to outline the
mewls far scientific research in the next decade and to suggest Congremional
actions which would be designed to strengthen the Federal role in guiding,
sustabdng and managing (In OTA words) the research Syne=

My critique of the occeilent OTA mport will ccocentrate on what I perceive
to be an omission and on two places where the discussion, in my view, is weak.

ombsion has to do with evaluating the health d the resurch system. In
mveral places we are reassured qtat "...this structure has sustained the largest and
meet pmductive mem* capability in the world° (page 50). A 1.960's assessment
of OA leadenhip In autos, thes, steels, machine tools, consumer electronlm, etc.
would have generated eimilarly encouraging bravos. Yet there have been, over
the yews and referenced In the OTA report, symptoms of trouble. The failure to
pay attention to those symptoms is, in my view, an omission. The weaknesses
are related to the dismal= of scientific manpower and to understanding the
cab of research.

Ily selecting the omissions and perceind weak pOints of the OTA draft
report I do not men to criticise the enthe report which contains many valuable
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analyses and recommendations. The OTA staff hes suffered many 'full mut

frank' dtecusalons with its totally nninhibited advisory panel (of which I am a

member), and many of the pagers criddsms have been included in the report.

However, to be responsive to the subcommittee's charge, I will discuss the

omission and the two weaknesses (at least as I perceive then° in the OTA draft.

In my critique, I would Wm to discuss research and education together.

Including education is important because of the intimate connection between the

two and is useful es a metaphor or historical lesson that this subcommittee may

find interwar*

ThallealikidAmisionikulith

My mind4et in discussing the OTA study is a rather long-range one as

befits any discuwdon of rnearch and/or education. Both enterprises, interwoven

one with the other, involve complex infrastructures which have enormous

inertia with respect to change. I confess to avision driven by logical arguments

which convince me that we will see, probably towards the end of the decade, a

dramatic change in the level of federally funded research and federally funded

science and math education: I predict that science, now Si% of the federal budget

according to OTA, will exceed 3% and be climbing rapidly by the yearZOO or so. I

know this and I believe many of your Committee members know this because it

is becoming increasingly clear that we, as a nation, have been underhwesting in

our Inman resources. This is the national stock of brains and brawn that we will

need to maintain and enhance our economic well-being, that will address the S

T Issues of environmental degradation, of dean and inexpensive energy, of

affordable health cam of the unmet social needs in our decaying cities end poor

rural areas, and in our responsIbilities, collectively with our industrial allies, to

address the so-called North-South inequities in stands:4-04ring. The stcdr of

basic knowledge to any out this pangram and to simultaneously provide the

sveNincreesine level of fulfillment demanded by our citizens Is obviously

insuffident in 1991.

If pia think this vlikut requires my gentle removal by whito-coated

attendants, let me remind you that In 1903, the science education biases wen

hovering at a ! wtenscfm S of dollars and today the NSP alone is spending
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over 300 million dollase, not to mention the Eisenhower program at the
Dermaim 'if Education.

The confidence I have that the Federal government will rearrange its
priorities in favor at nurturing its lumen resourcei does not mean that
should be complacent. I confees to =meets uncertainty as to bow to get .41em
herefrom our preocaipation with intense short-term proMems such as the
recesden, the defidt, the S & leto there, the right balsam between trparadone
and *investment.'

.1 worry that if we dont address the issue witted from the OTA report, we
may find our science infrastnicture going the way of our educational
infrastructure. Somehow, while so many of us were concerned about other
things, our educational system began to crumble and we became a nation at risk.
Here I. the metaphor and the lesson. Por almost a decade now, with increasing
investment, we are vainly trying to turn things around but, so far, it is not at all
deer thins are really moving. The only way to realize the President's worthy but
romantic goal of being Number I by the year 2000 is to find a way to sabotage the
other stations! The lesson is that these massive infrastructures are easy to destroy
and incredibly diffkult to repair. And the symptoms of trouble in the rewards
community are alarming enough to be given extremely serious attention. Llim
the canary in the mine, there is danger present. Now I am awns of the dculty
of obtaining a rational, objective auessment of the health of our scientific
research enterprise. I fully understand why OTA finessed this issue by the
sensible preamble: l'OTA finds that under almost any plausible scenario for the
level of research fending in the 1990% there are issues of planning, management,
and progress towards mational goals to address" (Page lili. Date on the state of
unhappiness of scientists is one subjective Indic:10ns which convinces me that
there is a problem with the health of wiener but, quite understandably, may not
convince the Congress. Measurements of publications, citations, prizes,
movement of scientists, the attractice to science of students and doubtlessly many
other indicators can be amembled and monitored. I believe this needs to be done
if we are not to find ourselves inaaplicably unable to cope with the problems I
have listed earlier. I would therefore urge the Subcommittee to ask the am Waif
to establish a system for deeming intaglio:ft Ilds way ehtsivelluantity.
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demographic problem the pipeline issue, the immigration flow squire a system

*avian of akeenment and nmulteging1

hi hey mu adage infrastructure is showing sips of atnnbling, then the

efforts of many of us to bring minorities and women into the scienorliterate
work form (which ou strongly favors) meg, be compared to the Fled Piper of

Hamelin.

rfeekneemat Melt nflatiinekleitch

Here it would be useful to redo the OTA figures co the *tory of fundhig,

ming deflators that are more appropriate to the S & T enterpaise, developed by

OW and published in &gem and Engineering Indicates& 1 have appended a
graph with two curves: the am Figure 14, and the same data using the OMB

deflator. Although the differences seem small, they go a long way toward
explaining why so many of our edam policy ludas (Bromley, Bloch, Frees.) say

we are undo:investing. For example, OTA says "From 1969 to 1990, Federal
funding for research at universities and collegn grew from over $6 billion to
needy 88 billion On constent 1990 denser (page in.

h;sy graph and my quote would read Prom 1968 to 1990, the growth has

been from $63 billion to $8.0 billion. Ms infladon diffestm i merely °market
buker and salary increases as expedenced by institutions which buy electronics
and hire scientists and engineers rather than the average ear type of inflation.

OTA (pap 20) points out that "...advances in teaming and knowledge
are lensbling) they allow deeper probing of more complex problem& This is an
intringic challenge of researdi." OTA then dist:nun the rob of competition ht
driving up the CM el Illaltdt.

This Amnion, hi my view, mines the key paint about what is often
called the "complesdly" factor. Pining solved the 1970" pnblems in any
Wind& discipline, sae as the popsies of Type 11 suparneducton or the
propertio el die quells inside under ander, one finds, hi 2900, Set a new level

of tophistication and a mil* mon powerhil appiratus neential.lo continue
the aseseeh-ln dun two aim for instance, a more Wane tde War or a more
powerful particle acalustor. The driving foist for the thaws hi costs is the
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deeper level of subtlety of the problems edit to be solved. Advance, in tedmology
and knowledie v Ime Wag" yes, but what is Widnes; 11111 choke-either you
Inman your power of observation (with apparatus and pawls) or you quit
bemuse you are Incapable of ankh* progress. OrA's competition hider Wets in
the sense duo if sdentisb are better suppmted elsewhere, the use of inadequate
resource is more poindess. I stass this Wants the Congress should understand
that science must grow in real costs because of this factor. The opening of new
fields is additional piessure to row. The expansion of the number el scientists is
gratefully absorbed in larger groups to handle the MOM complex apparatus, in
developing the new fields, and in evamithg the geographic base of our research
system. These pressures and cost increases are diffictdt to quantify but the
experiewr of the past 20 years C1968-19E0 Indicates a growth pressure of
sontethini, 3% per year. If we believe this, we can understand the decline in
our capability to do sdentific research in the universities now as compared to the
late 1960h. The real increases are at the 35% level, the needs more like 300400%1

Let me summarize my comments. The OTA report is an excellent
beginning and cogently addresses numerous issuer priorities, data collection,
accountability, criteria which must supplement sdentific merit, etc. The Congress
and the nation must look beyond these to the issues of "how much edema' and
°how many sdentistsr doe, the nation need, realizing that the structural inertia
in sdence (residing in the Congress, in the funding agencies, in the research
universities) and the concurrent inertia in our educational system must be taken
into account in any bog-range policy dedsions. This leads to questions of the
heath of science, how this influences the realistic mechanisms Ow assuring an
adequate flow of sdence literates, and continuous Off031111 to understand the
dynamks of evoivins mouth needs. I see, as a MinIMUM full end matinuous
employment of OM staff.
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A BRIEF FOR MOM AB

Leon M. Ladonnon
Mard113, 1991

Permilab is now the highest energy accelerator in the world
and it will remain at this frontier until the supercalliders, the SSC in
Texas and the LIC hi Europe's CERN laboratory, come on the air by
about the you 20M. Since madrines traditionally take
several years to begin to date, the hegemony ef
Fennilab will extend well into thenext century.

The 25 year history of Fennilab Is characterized by exuberance
and success. The first phase (1972-82) achieved twice the energy
specified in the design with twice the number of beam lines, on
schedule and at a cost of %OM less than appropriated.

The second phase yielded the successful operation of the
world's_ _first ucting synchrotron, raising the energy from
400 BiMm-wW to 900 Billion-voks while reducing energy
consumption from 60 megawatts to less than 20 MW. This pluse
saw the initiation of proton colliding beams and the
operation of the WP1 particle detector, probably the most
sophisticated system af accelerator and detector art ever achieved.
Some 1400 experimenters from 100 US. universities and
laboratories ani Institutions in 17 foreign countries have chosen
Fermilab for their research fadlity.

The third phase, in 1989, involves a dramatic
of the collision rates in to fully exploit the Laboratory's
role for the next decade (1991-2001). It is motivated by aises in the

of our rude:standing of the nature of frmdamental particles
re.resthe top quark) as well as the need to solidify the knowledgebase. It is reasonable to expect that the scientific
technological advances and the --, of the Femdiab users will
an be crucial to the stutessful of the SSC.

The third O'Neill= the concomitant goal of providing thewith an . . hdlity for odiheedug crucial Issues in
particle away the frontier which will
to SSC awl LHC. In particular, the Main Injector, to

"1 Idgh energy
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2
provide unequalled collon rates for the Fermi lab collider, will also
provide beams of superb properties for addressks two general
categodes'of problems width -are ye* unlikely to be addrussed by
SSC One has to do with intense beams of netthal lawns which will
enable studies of the enigma of "CF" symmetrrviolaling
(addressed by comnologists as the 4,, of a tt'problenOata
level of a hundred times grader than is now The
other facMty is super intense beams of neutrinos to both the
king-standing puzzle of the behavior of neutrinos from the smt and
the nature of the gravitational "dark matter" that permeates the
uzdverse.

Thus, one can easily foresee, a fifteen year period of ',Worship
and productivity for a laboratory that has achieved a spectacular
sdentific and technological track record. The history of machines is=with which could wen provide Fermilab with

; ndssions.

The advances to which Fermilab contributes is part of the
investment in basic research, the human knowledge resource from
which, if history is any guide, the nation will draw upon for decades
to come. Fermilab's technology in such diverse areas as
supercond systems, mailed accelerators and instruntentation
has already back a eigatficant part of the investment made here
by the Federal Government. The Labe-story has advanced its
science while, at the same time, setting iw tanclards in its attention
to educational outreach, to ecological cancerns with its created
wetlands and massive prairie restoration, to unique medical

," " 4 to its world famous architect= and its concern for the
of science with the visual and performing arts. Surely this
unique institution is a place of pride for the nation.
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Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Dr. Lederman.
Dr. Roy?

STATEMENT OF DR. RUSTUM ROY. EVAN PUGH PROFESSOR OF
THE SOLID STATE, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. ROT. Mr. Chairman, first, as a working scientist, I write pro-
posals. I wrote about 35 of them last year and I hustle bucks from
all kinds of people.

come here though as a citizen, not as a scientist. I'm aincerned
about the health of federally funded research, not about whether I
can make a buck easier.

I want to really commend OTA for the usual solid work which
they've done in this report. I mean, they always do it right. The
trouble is they've got to take a politic attitude. 'You saw in the an-
swers to your question that they ha-e to hedge their statements.
Well, witnesses don't have to hedge their statements.

Let me start with the first very good thing they did. On the issue
number three, education and human resources, they really did a
splendid job. I think they've put to rest this nonsense about short-
ages. You can't talk about the shortage until you know the demand
side. There is an oversupply of wientists today. You can get a post-
doc for $25,000 akvtime you want them, gross oversupply.

Furthermore, emir research has been supplemented by the
Americau Ainociation for ft&eering Societies, the National Re-
search Council, and the NAE Preeident, all of them support the po-
sitionno shortage, no likely shortagewe've got the mechanisms
to take care of it.

However, in scierice education, what OTh failed to do was to
point to Congress' own priorities. The Kennedy-Hatfield Resolutiou
says, first priority, making a technically literate citizenry; second
priority, increasing more scientists and better oneo. I believe that if
you're serious about your prioritiesand I believe that is the secret
of education for the minorities, the women, the whole resource
pileis technolAgical literacy, Mr. Chair man, you won't get any
action unless you put it in the language of the bill. If it says 50
percent of the money has got to go for the technological literacy,
you'll get it; otherwise, you won't.

Now I want to talk ebout the issues that OTA did not address. In
your letter, you asked us to comment on whether the report pro-
vides a comprehensive discussion of the full range of issues. It
didn't, and I think for goW reason. They were not given that big a

perhaps. I think the worse thing is that the context of re-
was ignora.

There is no such thing as research in academia. It is a system:
science, technology society. I want them to put that thing up be-
cause I want to show you competition, Mr. Chairman. We don't live
in a simple world. show you the Prime Minister of Japan sitting
next to his ad- ?Gory group, the scienee technology agency, to which
I am an advisior naw and then, and see what they say.

They say the following things. "First, we must look at the har-
mony between science, technology snd mankind and sop'ety." If
you don't look at that system, it simply won't work. I think Mr.
Boehlert was asking that same question, Mr. Packard was asking

1:1 I
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that question. W!'ve got to take a look at the whole system. That's
oniletchoi2 they ? a 0W.ems look.

one they missed is that our theory on science policy for
40 years has been wrong. If you say science leads to applied science
leads to technology, I've got a lot of bridges to sell you. If people
still believe that stuff, the white coats should take them out. It
doesn't. It's technology that leads to science. It drives the system. It
gives us the economic base on which it will go.

Again, I think that in your little overheads I handed you, thib
committee asked the CRS to do a study of the relationship between
the Nobel prizewinning and prosperity. It was an inverse relation-
ship. I'm a scientist. I believe in data, and I think it's very interest-
ing to see that no scientist refers to the data when they try to con-
nect science, abstract science, to winning prosperity.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Roy, I'm goir.g to interrupt you for just a
second and advise some of the folks sitting at the table just over
here that there's a screen about to come down and they might
want to move.

Dr. ROY. I thought I'd inject a little competition again. There is
the Prime Minister of Japan again facing us and you notice that in
t,his report which is February 1991, no later than that, no earlier
than that, it says, "Our two goals"and I _point specificallT to the
two goals "acMeve harmony, science, technology and society," if
they are not embedded in each other, and the second one, "improve
the efficiency of intellectual production activities."

Our godforsaken sy istem s so inefficient in the universities that
what Dr. Schmitt said, I associate mywlf with his remarks. We've
got a lot of room for improving our ifficiencies.

Now, I want to go back to what else they missed. First one, no
one reads the literature. We had a meeting in Arizona last month
on looking at the different national systems. Everyone agreed, no
United States scientists anymorenot nobut most-people don't
refer to the literature.

Mr. BoucHEs. Dr. Roy, is that the entire use of the screen that
you'll need?

Dr. ROY. Well, since we've gone through some of them, that's the
use of the screen. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I was going to go
through them all. You know scientists always use overheads.

You could again improve the efficiency, Mr. Chairman, with one
sentence. You can do more today by saying in the appropriations
bill: "To assure that any recipient of Federal grants files a record
of their having thoroughly read the literature, that's all, upon pen-
alty of revocation of grant." Nobody is reading it. The biggest mine
of knowledge is not with the sophisticated instruments: it's with
simple instruments. It's the stuff which really makes the world go
around. It has got to be brought to humim mile. If you don't read
the literature, you're missing it. Why don't you force us to read the
literature. The science community won't do it without your fc ing
it.

The second one is what has been referred to, the pro . peer
review system, as though God sent this damned thins " with
Moses. lie didn't, you knowor she didn't. The fact is that we've
got many systemsthe ONR sysmte. Weinberg proposed an over-
head system to free the Nation's scientists from big brother. I pro-
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posed detailed systems. The CITA didn't even comment on new op-
tions for fuMim. I think they _should have.

The second thing they failed to do is to give you a handle be-
tween two kinds of science. "2S science", science for society and

science", ecience for self and the institution of science.
both good things, but one is a coneumption good, the second one
science, and the first one is an investment good. science returns
zerig I mean mathematical zero, to the nation that provides the
money. Of course it provides it for everybody, not that it does
either good, but it doesn't connect with the particular nation that
supplies the money. Those 88 sciences should be justified as a vehi-
cle for education or as a cultural activity. It should not become an
entitlement.

I'm afraid that the national science community somehow thinks
if you've got a Ph.D., you should send me money from Washington.
I think that's got to be stopped quickly. Otherwise we'll be eaten
up by that monoter.

The am report also says our biggest failure is not to refer to the
state of industrial research. Mr. Chairman, I am crying because the
greatest institutions of American research are being shut down.
IsTot one university is hurting that way, but Bell Labs, GE where
this gentleman ran that lab. That was the greatest materials lab in
the world, Bell Labs is the greatest research institution in the
world. You'd better be concerned about that, not about universities.
They can look after themselves. They are not doing too badly,
thank you.

The fact is that we are not paying attention to the place where
research counts, in long-term research in industry. Slmehow we've
got to get it there in some new system, maybe even divert it if nec-
essary, if push comes to shove, from universities to industry.

What are my suggestions? Limit growth of S8 and S2 to COLA,
cost of living; require agencies to make more efficient distribution

.1 111 -; defer things like the supercollider for 10 year% and charge
OTA W came up with three alternatives uses for the same

money.
What Mr. Boehlert was asking about, I tell my students in sci-

ence policy, never compare something with nothing. Give us three
options and have a peer review, Mr. Chairman. The scientist is
always crying about peer review. The total National Academy

be the peers. Ask what IR' did, ask the total Academies to
rank them, where of these three or four options would you pUt
your money for the health of the Nation and its science? I thk
you'll come up with a very useful way of getting some guidance.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Roy followw.]
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FEDERALLY FUNDED RESEARCH
DECISIONS FOR A DECADE

Testimony below the

U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science Research and Technology

bY

Professor Rustum Roy
The Pennsylvania State Univenity

March 20, 1991
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PERSPECTIVE OF THE WITNESS

Mr. Chairman,
I am honored to be invited to testify before this Conunittee which Ut my view

has a better grasp on the key issues of US. policy in S/T and R/D matters than any
other.

I am an atypical witness at such hearings because I remain a working scientist
(the 9 a.m.-II p.m. type) who writes proposals, gets support front six different
agencies and twenty companies, visits Washington twice a month, and rides herd
on a research group. At the same time I also do science policy analysis and give
advice at the state, federal and international level. I lecture regularly in some the
worlds best labs and have specialized in Japanese R&D, since in so many fields it is
they who now do and they who will increasingly determine the future of the
world's science and technology.

I am also atypical in that, my own field is interdisciplinary materials research
which happens to be the cynosure of R&D planners today. "Materials" is the kind
of REAL science which 90% of the citizens think of when they hear the word
"sdence," and they even got a reasonably accurately picture when it is described. It
shares this with other REAL sciencesagriculture, earth, health, engineering
which humans can touch and feel. AU citizens are deeply interested in, aware of,
and can relate to these REAL sciences. Indeed, most R&D especially the more
esoteric science is sold to the public by making connections, however flimsy to the
results and products of these REAL sciences. These applied sciences are directly
connectable to human scale and human concerns.

REAL sciences can be contrasted to typical ABSTRACT sciencesphysics,
chemistry, biologywhich by a most unfortunate set of circumstances after WWII
became equated to "science." Especially and almost unique*, in the U.S. (within the
developed world) R&D policymaking has long been dominated by members of the
abstract science commurity, who are technically the least qualified to do so.

The consequences of this highly selective application of the word science are a
gross distortion of national perspective. While the value and significance to the
economy, health, welfare of the country is dominated by the REAL sciences the R &
D policy is dominated by abstract science. To take an analogy, from the nation's
"sports-econoity": these applied sciences represent the major sports: baseball,
football, basketball, etc.. On that scale some abstract sdences such as particle physics
and radio astronomy would lie somewhere between tiddlywinks and Chinese

2
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checkers in their contribution to the nation's well-being. Yet the policy apparatus

has been diverted to Concern about the U.S. tiddlywinks capacity.
It is the applied or real sdences which connect the world of federally funded

research to the national economy to the environmental concerns of the citizens, and

their myriad of health issues. My comments on the DTA report are made from this

perspective of the rsd science community.

Summary Comments on OTA Document
I start by noting that the document is characterized by a thoroughness and

attention to detail that has characterized OTA from the befOnning. It is very reliable
in what it says. My comments, as will be seen, are not criticisms of what is there, but

a look at what is not there.
Mr. Chairman, your letter of invitation asks the witnesses to "comment on

whether the report provides a comprehensive discussion of the full range of issues
which raluire public policy attention in the coming decade." I take that as my first

point of depanure.
I come before you as a citizen of this nation concerned about the totality of its

well-being--not as a scientist pleading a case for my community. I think you should
be, as I am, more concerns . about the health and welfare of 200 hospital workers in
Philipsburg, PA, who have just lost their jobs, or the electronics plant in Buffalo,
NY, where the production has been moved to Modco, than about the marginally
increased difficulty of getting research funds for young or old faculty. No one

promised me or each of today's new Ph.D.'s a rose garden or a permanent federal

entitlement.
The DTA report in substantial part focusses only on the academic

communitywhich in my view is the segment of thq nitund research community
least important to the nation's well-being. AU this may sound a little heretical to
many scientists, and perhaps to many ci the members. I mean quite literally

"heretical." Because, as I said in a sermon in one of Washington's most prominent
churches a month ago, "Science has become America's theology, technology its
religion.° That is very dangerous both to science and to the nation. Hence if

someone, especially a prominent scientist tries to demystify science, take some of the

hoopla and buncombe out of it, if he argues the case with data that academic science
is neither particularly significant in .tie totality of our national life, listeners are
shocked. When he claims, again showing data, that fca the next decade or two most

scientific advances will result in further economic setbacks to the U.S. economy, the

3
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listenffs react as if one were blaspheming. I developed that case before this

committee in the last Congress: it was picked up nationally because it was so new as
an idea. The origin of this is that over the last decades some parts of the science

community have seduced the powerful eliteincluding members of Congressby
offering magAc to heal the nation's problems. And it has cowed the non-scientific
intelligentia into silence by its use of equations and technical jargon, into not
challenging the argument.

Do I exaggerate? Is this mere rhetoric? You decide. Here is an excerpt from the
pen of the editor of Science, the flagship journal of American science.

A Department of Science could be useful if it is devoted to untidiness
and evangelism. It could serve as a catalytic force for inaeasing

scientific research and generating scientific approaches in all phases of

our society and our governmental structures. It could send out its
missicetaries to bring the gospel of basic research to the heathen ir the
outer darkness. Science 227 (8 February 1985).

My first point then is that the report, as well done as it is, stays wholly within
the frame of reference of the academic science corium Uty. In other words, the
report starts and ends within the traditional rxtegories, language and methodologies
of the R&D policy analysis of the sixties and seventies in the period of U.S.

technological hegemony. The authors seem to be unawareas is the vast majority
of the U.S. citizenry and its science communitythat the sun has set on that
empire.

Mr. Chairman, in your letter to your fellow members you indicate that
witnesses will be asked if the report "covers all of the subjects which should be

given attention to in the public policy arena." It is that request which I address first.
The document simply does not think BIG enough, or BOLDLY enough Just let

me compare the tone of the document to a similar document which arrived from
Japan thts week. The Science and Technology Agency of Japan publishes a

newsletter. Prime Minister Kaifu's Council for Science and Technology on
January 22, 1991 used very different language in tackling LW policy for the decade.

They write, -ilLrently problems 'ow arisen that are difficult to solve by
traeitional approaches. These include (a) achieving harmony between science and
:echnology end maaldnd and society, andibl improving the efficiency of intellectual
production activities. te and b added.)

The context of research in the OTA study is confined to °research," not even

development or technology, not the economy, and society is totally ignored.
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Harmony, synergism within the team is not even mentioned. This is absurd. The
Japanese have taken to heart (as they did with Deming's advice 40 years ago) what
many of us American professors have been saying to then "sdence can only be
healthy in a healthy technology which in turn must fit comfortably into a healthy
society."

The Bible says "This ye should have done ... but not newkard the other also."
The solid, analytical work on R&D policy is all there in the OTA report, but the new
Wen being discussed among the nation's leading S&T participant managers are
significantly absent.

Mr. Chairman, the Chair of the whole SRT Committee, the Honorable George
Brown, in the commentary appended to my book with Deborah Shapley (ldnut_thg
homier., p. 171) makes the point that the OTA report ignored. He quoted from
Vannevar Bush's Sdencz The Endless Frontier, what most scientists conveniently
omit: "ft (science) can be effective in the national welfare only as a member of a
team."

Let me reinforce the absolutely vital point about the fact that science is only one
member of a team by a very accurate football analogywhich befits soiwone who
has spent 45 years at a great football school.

Sdence is like the quarterback on a football squad. By itself the QB cannot win
football games, although he often gets the credit for the team's wins. But a team
with one (or even two excellent backup) quarterback is totally ineffective if there are
no good blockers, no pass receivers, no running backs. And a coach, having a losing
season with such a team, who comes to the boss and asks for yet another quarterbaci
would surely be laughed out of office. The OTA report has focussed on the best part
of the American team, its basic science, the QB, when all his best passes are being
intercepted by Japanese and German backs and run in for touchdowns, while the
team's losses got worse every year.

I will take as my contribution to this debate the pointing up of some of these
key areas where totally new critiques and new approaches are called upon in the
federal funding of research, not in isolatioa but as a member of the national US.
team for research receiving national funding.

5
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

I. The Demise of Economically Useful Research

I was astonished to find almost no uvatticetof the dire straits of the US.
industrial sdentifIc/technological enterprise in a report on U.S. research.

In case Congress does not know it, the OTA should surely tell it that by far tbe

mast glogfieanLassencif_lnibialui, measured by its impact on the economy,

jobs, etc., ie the -teim research In Industry which is Foiled hY and Ittihad to
new/hrproved product development The important fact the Congress must know

is that thLs most important research is dead or dying in all but a half dozen US.

companies. I must as a witness tell you that to hear from "experts" (who have not

been inside the laboratories of the major Japanese corporations in the last year or

two) about the health of U.S. research is to court disaster. This is no longer the

sixties and seventies. The easy job of playing against no competition is over. It is

now a competitive world of Ha out thee, and to Fetend that we can isolate

"academic research" in national policy matters is ludicrous. I and a half dozen

friends who are V.P.'s or senior managers of major U.S. companies occasionally

meet around the breakfast table at the Tokyo Palace Hotel every few months and

weep as we have seen, over the last five years, in front of our eyes, in lab visits to

Japanese companies, the disappearance of the US. "nationally useful" research

capability, and the amazing ascendancy of its Japanese counterpart All this while

academic research received an additional 30-50% (depending on details) over the

decade 1979-88.
The Congres4 must surely be made fully aware that what we are doing in

research today, the sum total of the U.S. system: universities + government +

industry, is not working any more to help the economy or aeate stable basic sector

jobs or keep us competitive in major industrial sectors.

2. The Negative Economic Value of figmt Basic Research

The OTA omits a second key axiom beyond any dispute regarding the value of

"basic research." This is that "basic research alone, especially in the abstract sciences

has abseletely no economic value lejbezetien429XL110211." (This excepts the very

important but incidental function of training students.)
In 1995, Mr. G. A. Keyworth, Science Advisor to the President made the

following statementthe absurdity of which is self-evident on reading it: 'Basic

research leads inevitably to technology and thence to prosperity' (Physics Today,
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1985). Of course, the exact opposite is true. Technology, as the great historian of
science, de So Ila Prke of Yale observed, leads to science in most cases. Yet no

committee of the National Academy pointed out the absurdity of such a statement,
or had Nix. Keywarth issue a `Imisspeaking" demurrer. Ixt us look at so ne data.

The Congress commissioned the C. R. S. to do a study to show the connection
between bask research and domestic -prosperity.- The amazing result is shown
below. Nobel prizes are onealbeit rather poorindex of basic research prowess.
What the C. R. S report shows beywid any shadow 111 doubt is that the better a
nation is at winning Nobel peizes in physics and chemistry, the poorer its economic
performance. If one of the justifications for academic research is winning
international science prizes, surely it is essential to deal with such gigita.

No one has challenged the C. IL S. report. When I presented it before Japan's
international Technology Forum it inunediately became the sub)ect of discumion.
And within six months senior Japanese policymakers were not only showing it but
building further on the idea. I commend it to the members of the Congress as the
central graph to keep before its eyes whenever it is tempted to fund research like the
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supercollider and space astronomy to win Nobel prizes. Along with each such prize,

another factory will probably disappear in your district.

Two Kinds of Science. Avoiding the Linguistic Trap
In recent presentations I believe I have found a way for nontechnical

policyrnakers in the Adminimation or in Congress to avoid the trap of appearing to
be against °science." It is quite effective and accurate to separate two kinds of
science: "25 science" or "3$ science." 25 stands for Science for Society. The kind of
sciencehowever long termwhich is done to meet a need of the public or private
sector. 35 stands for Sdence for fielf an,d the institution of Science. This is the

science which each practitioner does for self-gratification, chasing curiosity, or
because she or he thinks it may advance the tiny part of the science world or
discipline in which he or she works. It has no ifiendliAkie value to the culture or
the nation. The argument that from this kind of research comes the great miracles
of science, transistors, new medicines, strong materials, is not backed by any
historian. Of course such knowledge is used to make certain technologies work, but
if it wasn't one kind it would be another. Even more relevant here is the fact tnat
even if someone did combine such an idea with a dozen other necessary ingredients

of capital, labor, infrastructure, Istalikke.satnatIon.in.sheastadd..11141,SRL.lbft
Itenefit=ftelibestoe...thstAallwaugersh. Such is the neture of 3$ science: a
consumption good, not an investment good. I propose to the Congress that they
clearly separate 3S science from 25 science when debating funding of research.

Alternative Mechanisms for Funding 3$ (and 25) Research
One of the most obvious Allures of the U.S. academic researe system :s the

incredible waste of human talent in getting the money to the sdentists. The C TA
reprxt failed to get across to Congress the magnitude of this problem.

The horror stories of the number of proposals received in response to a DOD,
DOE or NSF proposal were insuffidently analyixd. The "success rates" on occasion
approach 1 in 50, even 1 in 100 in some cases. That means that the total national
effort by scientists wasted in writing the 49 or 99 or 9 unsuccessful proposals is often
worth more than the total national expenditure for some years, No sane country
can waste 30-40 percent of its best brains on writing essays and complain about a

shortage of funds
I respectfully call the Congress attention to the second goal of the ST Agency in

Japan: "improving the efficiency of intellectual production activities."
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I am certain we can improve the efficiency of our system by a third in 3 years.
That means that without adding one dollar to academic research we cauld get a 33%
increase in °intellectual production* by devising new funding mechanisms. The
Japanese captured the automobile industry because they increased the efficiency (in
miles per gallon) of their cam Does it not strike the Congress as totally incongruous
that the entire Siff establishment has not made a single proposal to get rid of the
"gas guzzler" funding system we have while they come to Congress yearly for more
money. The report is therefore to be faulted in not analyzing the many alternatives
which are available or have been proposed in more or less detailed form. I mention
only three:

I. Convert to a DOD, strong manager system;
2. Elaborate on Dr. Alvin Weinbergs (founding Director of Oak Ridge)

Proposal to fund 35 science alticilX1114211
3. Work out my own much nuuse explicit and detailed model for funding based

on a peer review of performance "formula.° Any agency could try an experiment
with this formula in one division in one year. My formula has three great
advantages: (a) It recognizes the reality of the multiple purposes of funding science;
(b) it provides much greater continuity, and a maximeelseggnshicALgifitrilmtka,
both of which will add to efficiency; and (c) Congress can "fine tune" it, intelligently,
annually to respond to changing national need&

Fear Review of Inter-Field Funding
It is astonishing that the science community which claims that it lives by peer

review has not asked that the total allocation of resources mem kick be peer
reviewed by the total science community or their representative& Alvin Weinberg,
again, in a separate paper 23 years ago, pointed out that the most significant review
Of any field would come from scientists on the periphery of the field. It would, I
believe, be ebegeteteleigetiel data for Congress to commission a study which
would give them the peer-reviews by the national community of scientists of the
present allocation of funds imanalitda. This could be done by asking a national
sample; or a sample of the National Academies members, or whatever, to rate or
review the present allocation: (a) among fields; (b) between Dig Science and Little
Science. This should be followed by parallel ingifithi surveys: Thus surely the
physics community as a set of peers should voice their opinion on what percentages
of the funds should go to particle physics (including the SSC), solid state physics,
atomic physics, etc. The Sigma Xl survey is a beginning in this direction which

9
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showed that only 2% of scientists would give priority to the SSC. If peer review is so
significant in science, why is it not being applied here?

In fact, of course, the peer review system, as Deborah Shapley and I pointed out
years ago, eLlaecficed, bears no resemblance to a "jury of one's peers° in thehalls of

justice. In science we pointed out, man axe murderer" would insist on a jury of only
axe murderers to judge her or him. It is time for a change.

Thus a national peer review of the present allocation among fields would be an
Invaluable guideline for Congress.

SPECIFIC OVERVIEWS OF STUDY

My overall impression of what is contained in the study is one of solid
achievement. The facts marshalled and presented, the ceganization around four
key themes, the even-handed treatment of divergent policy viewpoints are all
exemplary.

I want specifically to call attention to and commend the OTA authors for
(a) Avoiding the "basic-applied" trap.
(b) Calling attention to the real, albeit mechanical, need for a system of data

collection which will make national planning very much more reliable,
but not politically easier.

(c) Tackling their issue #3, "education and human resourCes," and corning
down forcefully on the side of those that believe that there is certainly no
shortage now. Moreover, since it is impossible to attempt a responsible
projection of the demand even 5-10 years out cries of shortfall are
meaningless. Even mow reassuring to the Congress is the analysis that
shows that the nation has several mechanisms to cope with developing
needs.

I would add to their references on p. 33, 34, two references which dearly make
the case that not only is there no shortage of engineers (AAES, Engineering
Manpower Bulletin 0105, 1991), there .ray indeed be far too minx scientists (R.M.
White, Presidential address, NAE, Oct. 2, 1990).

Indeed here again the document could have added some marketplace data. If
in the U.S. we believe in the marketplace test, how is it that no data were cited to
show that postdocs in most science fields are Available with 2 years of experience at a
salary of about $25,000. To cry shortage in the light of :hat situation and an
impending economic downturn, and increasing competition from Japanese and
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Cerman establishments, is absurd. The OTA document is appropriately politic but
it could have compared the braindrain scenario which odsts in England today,
when that country is paying to tnin Ph.D.'s which promptly leave for many other
countries in the world.

In the section on Research and Education in flux, the report correctly points to
the thinking of our best minds in the field such as Ernest Boyer and the Carnegie
Foundation repeat. But it fails in two respects. First, it does not squarely lay the
blame for the sorry state of science education on the academic research
establishment. which through its official pmxythe National Science Board
presided over the emasculation of the education directorate of the NSF from 30-40%
of the total in the late fifties, to 2% in the early eighties. "Repentance" of earlier
mistakes is the pre-condition for healthy living. Is there A.A.v evidence that the
research science community has repented of its outrageous neglect of science
education?

Secondly, the report fails to make recommendations whereby the Congress
could legislate to attain the goals such as those outlined by Bayer.

Boyer's repos t advocates, for example, much winter emphasis on
interdisciplinarity and applicationis (of science). The Kennedy-Hatfield resolution
last year itself calls for "scientific and te&nical literacy° as the Congress' first goal for
science education. Every member knows that these sentiments must be
incorporated into the language of appropriation bills if they are to be effective. The
academic research establishment has totally failed to INSTITUTIONALIZE
interdisciplinarity on its campuses, technological literacy takes a backseat to making
more and better scientists. But with a stroke of the pen Congress can achieve the
goals, by, e.g. having NSF. NIH earmarking money only for institutions that have
instance eermanent interd1sciplin...7 structures. Especially as the conclusion is
confirmed that there lc no impending shortage of scientists and engineers, surely as
the Kennedy-Hatfield resolution suggests, language such as that, which "Prolect
50:90" advocates propose, would be appropriate. That -sag of all NSF and DOEd
funds be spent for technological literacy of El of the citizens who will not be
scientists, but Congresspersons, CEO's, Presidents, labor leaders and voters."
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Vita of Witness
Rustum Roy is Evan Pugh Professor of the Seid State, Professor of

Geochemistry and Professor of Science, Technology and Society at The Pennsylvania
State University.

Professor Roy is one of the nation's leading materials scientists specializing in
synthesis of new ceramic materials. He has published 500 papers and 5 books and
received many awards. He is a member of the U.S. National Academy of
Engineering, a foreign member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences and the Indian National Science Academy.

Professor Ray's specialties include science policy, science education and the
science-religion interface. He has been involved in science policy making and
analysis for two decades at the State, Federal and international levels, and in the
private sectc: as first chair of the National Council of Churches Committee on
Science, Technology and the Church. He has written major books and dozens of
articles in these fields and delivered the prestigious Hibbert Lectures in theology in
London.

For the last decade he has become a national spokesperson for the cause of a
radical redirection of math and science education towards the goal of the
technological literacy of the majority of citizens, instead of making more or better
"scientists."
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OTA REPORT

ESPECIALLY VALUABLE WAS THE TREATMENT OF
THEIR ISSUE #3, "EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES"

No SHORTAGE OF SCIENTISTS NOW DATA SHOW TOO MANY MOW AND NO BIRTH
CONTROL.

N.R.C., AAES, N A E STATEMENTS CONFIRM OIA VIEW.

No WAY TO PREDICT DEMAND.

U.S. HAS MANY MECHANISMS TO ACCOMMODATE FLUCTUATIONS.

I. V. *VI * I ; AI .41 .
LDUCATIONz

CONGRESSIONALLY MANDATED INCREASES IN SCIENCE EDUCATION, BE DEVOTED
TO EXPLICIT CONGRESSIONAL GOALS OF KENNEDY-HATFIELD RESOLUTION,
PROPORTIONATELY AIMED AT TECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY FOR ALL CITIZENS.
CONGRESS MUST USE EXPLICIT LANGUAGE IN LEGISLATION:
E.G. PROIECT 509Q. "50% OF THE BUDGET FOR 90% OF THE PEOPLE" (VIA APPROACHES SUCH AS
PROIECT 2061. STS PROGRAMS DEALING WITH NUCLEAR WASTE, GENETIC ENGINEERS, IOB LOSS,
ETC. ISSUE ORIENTED MUSEUM PROGRAMS; NEW APPLIED SCIENCES IN K-I2, TO RECAPTURE
VOCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS STREAMS, ETC.).
OTHERWISE SCIENCE EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOCUS ON MAKING MORE SCIENTISTS.



OTA REPORT

MAJOR OMISSIONS

1. DIRE STRAITS OF THE MOST IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF U.S. RESEARCH

LONG-TERM RESEARCH IN INDUSTRY.

2. ABSOLUTE NEED TO DIVERT FUNDS (IF NEED BE) NOT ONLY TO CIVILIAN

INDUSTRY-SUPPORTING RESEARCH.

AND IF PUSH COMES TO SHOW, nIQM UNIVERSITIES TO INDUSTRY.

1 0 1
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OTA REPORT

FAILED TO THINK BJG
ADDRESS GLOBAL ISSUES

1. THE CONTEXT OF "RESEARCH" WAS IGNORED. SCIENCE MUST FIT WITHIN
TECHNOLOGY, WHICH IN TURN MUST FIT WITHIN SOCIETY [CF. JAPANESE P.M.'s
STA COMMITTEE, FEB. 1991.

2. THAT U.S. POLICY FOR 40 YEARS HAS BEEN BASED ON A TOTALLY ERRONEOUS
HYPOTHESIS. SCIENCE -4 APPLIED SCIENCE -4 TECHNOLOGY.

"SCIENCE LEADS INEVITABLY TO INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY AND THUS TO
PROSPERITY" (KEYWORTH, 1985).

EVERY HISTORIAN KNOWS IT IS EXACTLY OPPOSITE!
COMPARE JAPAN AND ENGLAND AND THEIR SCIENCE VS. THEIR TECHNOLOGY.
'NUFF SAID.

3. No REFERENCE TO C. R. S. 1986 STUDY CONCLUSIVELY SHOWING NEGATIVE
CORRELATION BETWEEN WINNING NOBEL PRIZES AND GROWTH OF GDP.
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OTA REPORT

FAILED TO POINT OUT THE HORRENDOUS INEFFICIENCIES OF PRESENT SYSTEM

1. No ONE IN U.S. READS THE LITERATURE (NOT TRUE IN JAPAN OR USSR).
RESULTS IN HUGE WASTE, AND IN MISLEADING AGENCIES. CONGRESS COULD
EASILY PUT LANGUAGE IN APPROPRIATION BILLS TO REQUIRE AGENCIES
"TO ASSURE THAT ANY RECIPIENT OF FEDERAL GRAM'S FILE RECORD Or THEIR
HAVING THOROUGHT.Y READ THE LITERATURE UNDER PENALTY OF REM "ATION OF
GRANT."

2. No CRITIQUE OF PROPOSAL REVIEWING SYSTEM. UNBELIEVARE.

WASTES 35+% OF TOTAL TIME OF MOST VALUABLE SCIENTISTS.

MUCH MORE EFFICIENT SYSTEMS MUST BE EXPERIMENTED WITHIN THIS DECADE

DOD STRONG MANAGERS
WEINBERG - OVERHEAD
ROY - PEER-REVIEWED PETIFORMANCE 106
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OTA REPORT

FAILED TO FIND USEFUL CATEGORIES OF SCIENCE W.R.T. VALUE TO PUBLIC

2S SCIENCE: SCIENCE FOR §OCIETY. SCIENCE SERVES PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR.
SUPPORTED FOR NATIONAL OBJECTIVES BY ALL AGENCIES.

3S SCIENCE: SCIENCE FOR SELF AND INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE.

RETURNS ZEE) TO THE NATION WHICH PROVIDES FUNDS.

EVERY NATION CAN, DOES AND WILL ALWAYS USE 35 SCIENCE FROM
WHEREVER IT IS AVAILABLE.

3S SCIENCE CAN BE JUSTIFIED PARTLY AS VEHICLE FOR EDUCATION

CULTURAL ACTIVITY AT MODEST LEVEL

ENTITLEMENT AND WELFARE ATTI ;UDE ON PART OF SCIENCE
COMMUNITY MUST BE ELIMINATED.

1 1 S
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INNOVATIVE DECISIONS FOR A DECADE

LIMrr GROWTH OF 35 SCIENCE TO COLA.

REQUIRE AGENCIES TO DEVELOP MORE "EFFICIENT" $
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. REMOVING THE BIG BROTHER
CONSTRAINTS ON RESEARCH DIRECTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL
SCIENTISTS.

DEFER SSC FOR TEN YEARS WHILE INTERNATIONAL
COLLABORATION IS WORKED OUT.

CHARGE OTA TO COME UP WITH 3 ALTERNATIVE USES FOR
SAME FUNDS FOR SCIENCE.

USE SAVINGS TO RADICALLY CHANNEL NEW SCIENTISTS AND
TEACHING.
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Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Dr. Roy.
Dr. Lauffenburger, we'll be happy to hear from you, sir.

STATEMSNT OF DR. DOUGLAS A. LAUFFENBURGER, ALUMNI
PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF IL-
LINOIS

Dr. LAUFFENBURGEIL Mr. Chairman, my comments are really jUBt
those of a foot soldier in the trenches, though I may be the monster
to which the previous speaker referred. We'll find out, I suppose.
What I will present is not a brief for the health of American scien-
tists but for the health of American science ard engineering re-
search and education.

It's not really stress on a faculty member that's the problem, but
just that we must now spend so much time obtaining funds that it's
difficult to do the job we're really supposed to be doing, that of
teaching and of education, so it's not the stress, it's the effects of
that stress on doing our job.

A number of trends have converged to lead to this current situa-
tion in which researchers perceive the system to be primarily
driven by funding pressures. There is greater demand on faculty
members to generate funding revenue than ever before, while at
the same time the ratio of available funding to the amount sought
is decreasing.

I see three main reasons for this. First and foremost, the range
of potentially valuable research project directions is expanding rap-
idly because new ideas and technology increase vision and capabili-
ties exponentially. The number of well- educated investigators in-terested pursuing these directions with the appropriate methods
and tools is increasing correspondingly.

Second, an increasing number of universities are asking for sub-
stantial research efforts from their teaching faculty. Third, histori-
cally research-based universities are requiring increased contribu-
tions from faculty toward salary coverage and other expenses fromtheir grants.

All of these factors are working together so that the role of facul-
ty members is now considered by many universities to be as fund-
raisers as well as scholars and teachers. In tenure and hiring deci-
sions, the question: can he or she raise substantial levels of funding
is a very important factor. This is having strongly detrimental ef-
fects on the scientific community by both distorting the research
portfolio and by discouraging present and future participants.

The research pmVet .lio is distorted toward a conservative bent be-
cause when only a small percentage of grant proposals can befunded, projects previously demonstrated to be productive aremuch safer 'bets thm those in which hypotheses and approaches
are innovative but risky.

Discouragement of researchers is especially tragic at the present
moment for two reasons. First, so many scientific fields are now of-
fering dramatic advances promising revolutions in technology with
great economic benefit; and second, just when the need for greater
participation by underrepresented demographic groups is being rec-
wnizM and encouraged, the insecurity of an academic research
career makes it a poor choice compared to most other professions.
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Reliarding the specific issues discussed in the report, my chief
criticism is that the interplay between research and education,
which is vital, is underemphasized in exploring the issues. This
criticism will be flesh& lut in my brief comments to come.

Issue one, setting priamies. I agree with the report's assessment
that no matter what the level of absolute funding, priorities must
be established. There is no question that megaprojects must be sub-
ject to cross-cutting priority- setting. These along with large
"center" or "program" projects play a quite different, and, I be-
lieve, subordinate role in addressing the Nation's needs compared
with small team or individual investigator projects. The latter con-
tribute much more significantly to education and to unexpected sci-
entific breakthrough even while the former may help solve specifi-
cally targeted tasks in the short term.

The fewer the ideas being supported, the greater the chance for
scientific stagnation. It would Jae extremely unfortunate if scien-
tists receive the message that the most successful way to gain re-
search support is to emphasize participation in megaprojects or
large centers. Macro-level policy decisions should be made regard-
ing the amount of investment for large scale research quite sepa-
rate from the foundational need to support small scale research in
a way which does not compromise the future.

Issue two, understanding research expenditures. Just one small
remark here that I'd like to make which concerns the possible
trend mentioned for academic research to move toward an industri-
al model where project teams are larger and more specialized and
responsibilities are more distinct.

I would submit that this industrial model has not served as the
basis for the historical technological superiority of the United
States. It is therefore extremely interesting to learn from this
report that the overall costs of such a model are in fact greater
than for the more traditional investigator or small team model be-
cause the educational benefits from the larger teams are also gen-
erally inferior.

Issue three, adapting education and human resources. I strongly
believe that the key to education is research done with an educa-
tional emphasis. Knowledge iq taught best when the student sees
how new knowledge is created. Any weakening of this connection is
primarily due to the growth of centers and large research teams in
which education is not a major focus.

Increased support for individual investigator and small team re-
search will go a long way toward strengthening that connection
and generating more excitement about science among undergradu-
ates.

Interdisciplinary research does not require centers or
ateanis. Indeed, to the extent that these promote intragroup spelcirS

zation, they can actually be counterproductive to a good interdisci-
plinary educational experience.

I would strongly discourage increased emphasis on centers and
large teams as a favored model for academic research.

Issue four, refining data collection and analysis. Measurement of
research c Icomes is difficult from a management point of view.
Attempts to put it on a seemingly quantitative basis such as biblio-
metrics as mentioned in the report, are fraught with danger. Cita-
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tion indices, for example, only measure a snapshot of current
thought regarding a scientific topic but are of little value in pro-
jecting what will truly show up as a valuable contribution in the
future.

Policy options. Significant improvement in the academic research
environment is necessary to prevent the discouragement of a gen-
eration of scientists and the technological base for the United
States that they would develop. For the sake of both education and
scientific progress, priority-setting policy must favor increased sup-
port for the individual investigator and small team laboratory
models.

This concludes a brief summary of my written testimony, Mr.
Chairman.

(The prepared statement of Dr. Lauffenburger follows:I
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COMMENTS ON OTA REPORT

"FEDERALLY FUNDED RESEARCH: DECISIONS FOR A DECADE"

Douglas A. Lauffenburger

Ahmmi Professor of Chemical Engineering

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

I have been asked to comment on three major aspects of thc OTA Report. "Federally

Funded Research: Decisions for a Decade". These are: (1 ) whether the report provides a
comprehensive discussiv. of the full range of issues which require public policy attention in the

corning decade. and which issues are most important; (2) trends which have led to current stresses

in the academic research system; and, (3) the policy options developed in the report.

My comments arc not intended to be those of a spokesperson for the scientific
community, but rather of merely a footsoldier in the trenches ti academic research. Nonetheless, 1

will not prrsern a brief for tte health of American scientists, but instead for the health of American

science and engineering raereafter simply referred to as science) itscarch and education. I will

stan by describing the trends which I believe had contrihted to the current sursses in the academic

research environment, then follow up on the issues requiring public policy attention and finally the
policy options.

Trends Contributing to Current Stresses

A number of trends have converged during the past decade to lead to the current
situation in academia, in which researchers perceive the system tonow be primarily driven by
funding pressures. There is greater demand on faculty members to generate funding =venue than
ever befcre while at the same time the ratio of available funding to the amount sought is decreasing.

Not all of the trends leading to this situation ars necessarily negative, in fact scale are highly
positive, but the resulting situation is undeniably detrimemal to the health of scientific research now
and for the future.

I. Above all, the range of potentially valuable research project directions is expanding

rapidly, because new ideas and technology increase vision and capabilities exponentially. The

number of well-olucated investigators interested in pursuing these directions, with the appropriate

methods and tools, is increasing correspondingly.

2. An increasing number of universities are asking for substantial research efforts from
their teaching faculty. Universities' motivation may arise from a number of driving forces.
including a desire for higher caliber of faculty (because most PhD graduates wish to have a
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research ccanponem to their academic came), increasing competition for undergraduate students

(with a teseareb experience providing an added amactiou co the normal educationst experience),

and, possibly, a need for alternative revenue sources (other than tuition, endowment giving. and

taxation).

3. Historically research-based universities are requiring increased contributions toward

salary coverage and other expenses from faculty grants, perhaps because of a need for :4ternative

revenue sources.
All of these factors are working together so that the situation now exists in which the

role of faculty members is considered by many universities to be as fundraisers as well as scholars

and teachsts. In both tenure and hiring decisions, the question: "Can he or she raise substantial

levels of funding?" is an important factor. Them seems to be almost as much emphasis on the

"input" zo msearch (that is. funding) as on the "output" (new knowledge and educated students).

This is most certainly having detrimental effects on the scientific community, by both distorting the

research portfolio and by discouraging present and future participants. The research portfolio is

distorted toward a conservative bent because, when only a small percentage of gram proposals can

be funded. pmjects previously demonstrated to be productive arc much safer bets than those in

which hypotheses and approaches are innovative but risky. Discouragement is manifest and easy

to document in faculty colleagues leaving academia and students declining to enter. This is

&specially tragic at the present moment for two reasons: first, so many scientific fields are now

offering diamatic advances, promising :evolutions in technology with great economic beriefi and,

second, just when the need for grer.a participation by underrepresented demographic groups is

being recognized and encourage.i., the tremendous insecurity of an academic research career makes

it a poor choice compared to TT OS1 other professions.

Issims Discussed in OTA Report

Given this background. I am reasonably satisfied with the issues raised in the report,

though not with all the solutions offered. Table 1-1 in particular is extremely helprul in outlining

the conflicts to be resolved in policy making. My chief criticism is that the interplay between

research and education, which is vital, is underemphasized in exploring alternative sides of the

issues. This criticism will be fleshed out in my specific comments which follow.

ligiglz_koiing.Erinraigs: I agree with the report's assessment that, no matter what the level

of absolute funding, priorities must bc established. These is no question that "megaprojects" must

be subject to cross-cutting priority-setting. These, along with large "center" or "program" projects,

play a quite different -- and I believe subordinate role in addressing the nation's needs compared

with small-team or individual-investigator micas. The latter contribute much more significantly

to education and to unexpected scientific breakthroughs, even while the former may help solve

2
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specifically-targeted tasks in the shon tom. The fewer the ideas being supported, the greater the

chance for scientific stagnation. Macro-level policy decisions should be made regarding the

amount of investment desired for large-scale ("targmed") research, followed by similar decisions

choosing among candidates, quite separate from the foundational need to suppon small-scale

("edueational") research in a way which does not compromise the future. Figure 1-7 is very

instructive in demonstrating how megaprojects can indeed erode the fundamental scientific research

base, but it does not go far enough in charting the similer effects of centers and program projeCts.

It would be extremely unfortunate and couriterproducrive if scientists receive the message that the

most sucer...sful way to gain research support, in these times of great pressure to do so, is to

emphasize participation in megaprojects or large centers. How to involve scientists effectively in

cross-disciplinary priority-setting is a cnicial issue, unresolved in this report. Scientists are trained

not to be consensus seekess and not to exnapolate their judgments beyond their areas of expenise.

One possible approach would be to assemble an overlapping group of distinctly imerdisplinary

scientists on technical advisory panels for cross-cutting decision making. However, it would be

dangerous to provide too much "top down", macro-level targeting of small-team and
intrividual-investigator programs.

15111..2.1Indiasandinilicararghlusndkura: Most aspects of this issue are addressed
very well in the report. One remark worth making concerns the mention of a possible trend ot

academic issearch toward an "industrial model", where project teams are larger and responsibilities

are more distinct within the group. I would submit that this "industrial model" has not served as

the basis for the historical technological superiority of the U.S. It is therefore extremely interesting

to learn from this report that overall costs of such a model are greater than for the more traditional

individual-hwestigator or small-team qdel, because the educational benefits from the larger teams

are also generally inferior. In sum. there appears to be link reason to encourage such a model for

academie research.

Issw 3 - Adyting Education and Human Resources to Meet Changing Needs: This section

contains some slightly misguided notions. There are really no compelling arguments for targeting

center-type funds to "have-not" institutions. "Pork-barrel" research funding should be avoided

completely. It is quite difficult to build "centers of excellence" in an isolated fashion, especially in

the modern multidisciplinary scientific environment The best way to drive diffusion of funding to

"have-not" universities is to increase Me percentage of individual-investigator or small-team grams

funded. I also disagree that the connection between research progress and cultivation of human

resources is necessarily growing more tenuous. I strongly believe that the key to education is

research done with an edueational emphasis. Knowledge is taught best when the student sees

how new knowledge is created. Any weakening of this connection is primarily due to the growth

of "centers" and large reseatch teams in which eduration is not a major focus. Increased support

3
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for individual-investigator and small-team reseamh will go a long way toward strengthening that

connection, and generating more excitemem about science among undergraduates. Further,

interdisciplinary research does not requite centers or large teams indeed, so the extent that these

promote intragroup specialization, they are actually counterproductive to an interdisciplinary
research education experience. 1 would strongly discourage increased emphasis on centers and

large teams Ls a favored model for academic research, Finally, the chief barna to greater
participation by traditionally undenepresented groups in research is the nerd for improved
educational opportunities at the K-12 educational level. Agencies responsible for funding scientific

msearch will do best to focus on scientific merit as the decision criterion. As I stated earlier. the

best way to attraCt minorities into the scientific community is to alleviate at least some of the

tremendous insecurity they sec in it compared to alternative career possibilities, so that they can

mom easily see the exciting benefits of intellectual challenge and role-model service

Issue 4 - Refining Data Collection and Analysis to Improve liesearch Decisionmaking:

Measurement of research outcomes must remain elusive from a quantitative, management point of

view. Attempts to put it on a seemingly objective basis, such as "bibliometncs". is fraught with

danger. Citation indices measure a snapshot of cunrnt dogma regarding a scientific topic, but are

of little value in projecting what will truly show up as a valuable contribution in the fuluir. They'

cannot anticipate new breakthmughs, nor the slow incubation of a significant innovative approach

The importanze of many ideas is not immediately recognized upon publication. I believe it is thc

case that many Nobel laureates cannot be found near the top of citation index rankings, Peer

review remains the most reliable form of current evaluation, although only hindsight is truly 20-20,

It is also doubtful that substantial funds will be best spent on increased agent"' Alcct ion :nd

analysis.

Policy Options

My comments here are short and simple. Significant improvement in the academic

research envimnment is necessazy to prevent the discouragement of a generation of scientists -- the

current young faculty and the potential young faculty who are currently students -- and the

technological base for the United States that they would develop. FOr the sake of both education

and scientific progress, priority-setting policy must favor increased support for the
individual-investigator and small-team laboratory models. The genius of American science has

never been a result of "top down" idea management promoting a few favored propositions, but

rather has derived from encouragement of creative indivitivals free to pursue innovative ideas in the

scientific marketplace.
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Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much and the Chair extends
thanks to all of the panel members for their attendance this morn-
infand sharing their ideas with us.

b
a series of questions, we, I think now, are very much

awareglihe fact based on the am report, but also on other infor-
mation that is currently available, that many projects today that
are submitted to funding agencies for funding are not being funded
because of the very large number of meritorious pro,jects being sub-
mitted, and that while we do have more funds available today for
these projects, that's enough to fund even those that truly have
merit.

So the result is that many truly meritorious projects are in fact
not being funded today That being the case, I wonder if there are
other qualities that we should look to in addition to scientific merit
to give us a guide for making decisions among those projects that
do have merit and pass that basic test.

For example, I think Dr. Lauffenburger, you had suggested that
the educational value that comes from having the project funded
should be considered. Are there other factors that we ought to be
looking at? Should we look at building geographic strength in con-
ducting basic research? Should we be looking at building institu-
tional strength among universities that perhaps have not partici-
pated as fully in the process in the past? Are these values that
ought to be taken into account as well?

Dr. Lauffenburger, you had mentioned ',his point in your testimo-
ny, so let's begin with you.

Dr. LAUFFENBURGER. Yes, in my written testimony I address this
briefly. What I attempted to say was that I believe geographic di-
versity and these other criteria are important but the way to go
about them is to not target, focus large center type funds because
that's very difficult to sort of unilaterally impose a center of excel-
lence in a place without all sorts of supporting departments and so
forth.

I still believe the best way to get a stronger distribution away
from very small, focused, perhaps over-represented areas is pst by
increasing the number, the actual percentage of individual investi-
gator projwts that can be funded because in fact that will allow
more of tm to be distributed other places around the country, so
I believe that's the most effective way to do it.

Mr. Boucliza. All right. Dr. Roy?
Dr. ROY. I'm afraid you fall for the scientists' line that there are

more meritorious projects out there. Forget it Most of that stuff is
junk. The fact is that the new citation studies are saying that a lot
of the stuff is never referred to, so say there is a lot of meritorious
projects out there, I challenge that assertion. There is no basis in
fact. It's simply somebody wrote a damned fool essay and you're
supposed to say that's a meritorious project? No evidence it's a
more meritorious project.

I support Dr. Lauffenburger's position on the question of educa-
tion linkage. That is an absolute gain and I think the best way to
do it is to what the Ministry of Education does in Ja . Dr.
Schmitt referred to NDEA projects in the 1950s and 1' - where
we could give fellowships and assistantships directly to students.
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That's the way portable traveling assistantships so that can educa-
tion and research can be linked.

The second thing which I think we need is to really pay atten-
tion to the economic consequences. You asked for the second crite-
ria. I would say you jolly well link it to a regional economic devel-
opment. The States are where the action is. It's no longer at the
Federal level, but at the State level if somebody can link to a State
program for economic development, that graduate program should
be sup e rted.

Mr. .UCHER. So you're saying there may be some difference of
opinion as to whether there are in fact meritorious projects not
being funded?

Dr. Roy. Absolutely.
Mr. Bomar& Do you agree that we ought to add as criteria for

project selection building educational components and the value
that is attached to that and also economic development and region-
al development af institutions?

Dr. ROY. But you ought to ask for a criterion which is so simple,
Mr. Chairman. Every proposal now we send to six agencies, and
they sa_y there is a tremendous proposal wessure out there! Non-
sense. Eve paper is repeated six times. That doesn't mean there
is good stuff out there. You've got to be very careful in saying, who
said there is a meritorious project out there.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you for your thought-provoking contribu-
tion.

Dr. Schmitt?
Dr. ScHrarrr. I perhaps don't go quite as far as Dr. Roy in some

of his statements but I just want to point out there is a difference
between a large fraction of proposals that don't get funded and the
number of investigators that don't get funded. A piece of data we
really don't have well in hand now is how many of the people out
there submitting proposals that don't get funded are getting money
from other areas?

This brings me back to another thing. If you look at the data, Dr.
Roy mentioned that State support has been growing. Interesting
enough, institutions own support, the academic institutions own
support has been growing much more rapidly than State support in
spite of the publicity that State support has been getting.

In fact, that may be one of the reasons for some of the stresses
out there. I can tell you that institutions of higher education today
are facing some fairly stringent financial challenges and yet, their
own investment of their own resources into funding has been grow-

l- can give you an example of that. My own institution, I now
know what those costs are. We perform about $48 million worth of
research per year; we receive about $41 million to do that research.
We are putting $7 million of our own money which comes from en-
dowment and gift income into the subsidy of the research we do on
campus. I suspect that's true on many other campuses and in
today's economic climate, it presents some problems of its own.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Lederman?
Dr. Litimnuctri. I think the question you addressed is of scientific

merit and I think the OTAI didn't have too much problem with
their way of doing it. They say scientific merit has to be the first
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criterion but there are other things you want to accomplish which
is the preparation of future resources. I think the geographic distri-
bution is a refined thim because there are all sorts of talent out
there that you begin to diver if you have local institutions which
are strong and research centers around the country. So there is a
very good benefit to that.

Other preparations for the future like giving recognition to mi-
norities, bringing women in as part of the research program are all
beneficial. I thought the OTA discussion there was balanced and
correct, but you have to remember that if you are supporting sci-
ence, you've got to watch the merit of the science and not water
down that quality too much because then it's a balance between
the quality of the science and the preparation of the future. That's
why science and education are so tightly bound.

Mr. BOUCHER. One of the trends that we are witnessing now is
increased industrial support for university-based research. Is that a
healthy trend? Are there problems associated with that? Are we
achievmg about the right Mlance do you think, between Federal
funding, the university's own funding and funding from the private
sector?

Dr. &maw. Well, yes, I can speak to that from both sides of
that equation. rd have to tell you it's some of the practices I had
that I'm unhappy with today, so I wish I could have anticipated
where I was going to be when I was establishing some of the poli-
cies.

Levity aside, I think the industrial support of academic research
is a very healthy thing, provided it is done in the right way. I do
not believe it is healthy f'or industrial institutions to put a lot of
additional restrictions on academic research, on publication poli-
cies, and the like.

My philosophy has always been, even when I was on the other
side of that equation, that for an industry to put money into aca-
demic research, it ought to put it into areas that it's prepared to do
something about rapidly.

The competitive advantage an industry can get out of supporting
academic research is to themselves be well prepared to take up the
results of that research more rapidly than any of their competitors.
I think that is a philosophy and approach that ought to be promul-
gated widely among industrial supporters of academic research.

Frankly, the industrial support of academic research I would
guess is not going to continue to increase as rapidly as it has been.
If you look at Figure 2 of what I turned in, you will see that over
the 20-year period 1969-1989, the industrial support of ac.demic re-
search has been growing about 15 percent per year. It was about
12-1/2 percent in the decade of the 1970s, about 18 percent in the
decade of the 1980s. My guess is that's going to drop off some, so I
think that is not going to be as rapidly a growing area as it has
been in the past.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Lederman?
Dr. LicogastAx. I have no problem there. I think that's a question

of the free enterprise system working. The industrial components
want to get research done and they can_ get it done in the universi-
ties and the universities have a choice. They can take it or not take
it, so I think that's a fine thing to do. I don't see any real problem
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unless there were constraints on the publication or constraints on
which students could perform that work, but other than that, it's
certainly a positive thing.

Mr. BOUCHER. Are you generally concerned though that as the
private sector funds a greater percentage of the research taking
place at universities that the research becomes too mission-direct-
ed?

Dr. LEDERMAN. Yes.
Mr. BOUCHER. Is that something we ought to
Dr. LEDERMAN. I would worry about it if it came to that. On the

other hand, that's why we have the Federal Government. I think
clearly the obligation to support the abstract research, the useless
research, as was referred to, is a part of the Federal Government.
There is no guarantee of anything happening in that kind of re-
searchhigh risk intellectual activity.

If the imposition of other more directed research harmed that, if
people would say that's the only place I can do my research, that
would be a problem. Again, it's a question of balance, balance be-
tween basic and applied and then a balance between the sources
and the motivations.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Roy?
Dr. Roy. I think that's one of the healthiest things which hap-

pens but I agree with Dr. Schmitt is that that's pretty well peaked.
I don't think it's going to go up. In fact, this year we ran by the
way the lab which has the highest percentage of industrial re-
search of any similar lab in the Nation, and we are next to wr
but he's got a private institution which has the highest percentage
for a university. I'm talking about a lab. So we are both experi-
enced in that field.

I think moreover when we talk about . r review, let me tell you
that the best peer review is when some... puts $50,000 and says
hey, this is good work, I'm willing to put ,000 behind it. So I've
suggested many years ago that the best system would be for the
Federal Government to give an incentive to universities who do get
industrial research, to have Federal matching funds. It eliminates
all this "kerfuffie" in NSF and all that which we don't need at all.

The simplest and most precise peer review is industry putting in
money. I'm not suggesting that money be given to industry. I'm
saying it be given to the university to do the free, untrammelled,
innovative work which today is difficult to fund because the peers
are the worst guardians against innovation. Remember the threat
against innovation is not from the agencies. It's from the peers. So
our system is such that it militates against innovation. Industry, on
the other hand, looks for innovation; than, all they pay for.

Mr. BOUCHER. But if we let industry do too much of the guiding,
don't we really run the risk of our research taking on too much of
a short term and mission-specific orientation?

Dr. ROY. Just the opposite. Industry only comes to me when I'm
so far ahead of the pack, as Dr. Schmitt said, it's Fot to be connect-
ed to their short-term interests but I'm suggestmg the feds now
give me to say, hey, Roy, go do some more of that in any field you
want to. That's the difference between writing a proposal which
spells out what you're going to do and being rewarded for your per-
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formance that you've done something creative which industry is
certitYing.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Lauffenber?
Dr. LAUFFENBUROKE. I think industrial funding is sort of a

double-edged sword. It certainly is beneficial for bringing a strong-
er connection between real industrial problems and the scientitic
expertise that can be brought to bear on it by the universities and
the conterminous problem is when it is too mission-directed, when
it is too clearly tied to development of current technology instead
of exploration of possille technology that you don't el/en envision
Yet-

Let me just say that one healthy program in this regard, I think,
that's come out of NSF in the last so many years was this Presi-
dential Young Investigator Award system where young investiga-
tors would be given a certain amount of money to be matched by
industrial contributions and to the extent that those industrial con-
tributions were not contract-oriented but were more toward the
support of that person's laboratory and the development of some
new approaches, I think that's been very valuable,

Mr. Boucinca. We are seeing now, as some of you have sm.fttM,
more of a copying by university research of the industrW model
where teams of researchers work together and share infrastructure
and overhead. What do you generally think about that? What does
that portend for the future? Is this a healthy trend; is this not a
healthy trend? In view of its taking place, should we at the Federal
level be changing our way of doing business? Should we make
money in block gran* for example, to accommodate that?

Dr. Scnsirrr, I think it depends on how you do that. It can he a
very healthy thing and contribute immensely to the academic en-
terprise. I will give you an example. At my institution, we have a
Caiter for Manufacturing Productivity that I think is one of the
leading academic research enterprises and technologies.

The philosophy from the beginning in establishing interdiscipli-
liary research centers on our campus, that one and many others in
materials and computer aided design and the like, was those cen-
ters have to play an important role in the educational process. So
in the Center for Manufacturing Productivity where a lot of gradu-
ate research as well as other research is going on, if you waA into
that, you will also fmd undergraduate classes actually in those fa-
cilities doing work, laboratory work pertaining to their undergrad-
uate courses.

So I would say that one of the criteria one wants to place on
these things and which was placed on the engineering research
centers is that it had to have a significant impact on undergradu-
ate education. I think it's entirely possible and as a matter of fact,
if you talk to students themselves, they will tell you that's some of
the most excitini undergraduate experience they have.

Mr. Boman. Dr. an'?
Dr. LanmudAN. I don't know if your emphasis was on interdisci-

plinary versus large groups. Large groups are becoming a necessity
bemuse the problems get more comted and whatever it is;
whether it's a tabletop experiment or work on a distant telescope
or a particle accelerator, the large group structure is needed to
handle the complexity.
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There's a misconception about how these groups work and in
general, this gets to the question that was raised earlier about big
science versus small science. The standard p in the university
that's going to work at a distant fiicility t be a professor, an
assistant professor, two post-docs and three graduate students. It's
the same sort of structured group that works at a tabletop or a dis-
tant facility.

The difference is when it comes to a different facility, he joins
with 20 or 80 other such groups in a joint effort, a jointly shared
effirrt to create some sort of facility or to get data out of that facili-
ty. Then they go back and they wrestle with the data they have
and in the same historically traditional, innovative creative enter-
Prise.

I studied in fact the names on papers in a variety of different
fields and found that the number of scientists per paper has been
in . It's doubled in the last 20 years, all except for mathe-
matics w it went from one to 1.01, so they are still individuals.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Roy?
Dr. ROY. I think that there's no question that what we call a

small team, which was always present, think Dr. Lauffenburger
agreed, two or three faculty in different fields interactively work-
ing on a problem) ig now the unit of science. There are fields as Dr.
Lederman just said, mathematics can do it individually, but in
most of the fields, that is necessary.

Let me caution you. The university world, I take Dr. Schmitt's
institution as somewhat of an eAception, the university world has
not managed to institutionalize interdirciplinarity. I have pushed
the directors of NSF to write in there that they must institutional-
ize it Otherwise, what we get is ad hoc teams to get the money,
then they don't see each other until June 80 when they write the
re It

tt e've got to watch out against that. We can do something. Insti-
tutionalize it. Have some tenured professorships in manufacturing
productivity or whatever. If we are going to be serious about the
fact that the original carving up of knowledge into physics, chemis-
try, biology, material science is not a permanent thing. We must
now pay attention to the national needs.

In Japan, for instance, precision engineering, that didn't exist.
Now they have 17 departments. We have not done that. Materials
research in the universities was a disaster. We fudged the data for
years and years and we told NSF what we were supposed to be
doing. They ate it up and in fact we didn't institutionalize it. So
I'm suggesting amau teams are important, I'm suggesting that we
do move to institutionalize some of those areas.

Mr. Boucnna. Dr. Lauffenburger?
Dr. LAvesisausoze. Well clearly, I addressed this at some

length and maybe ru just try to make the distinction that I
wanted. Absolutely, groups of investigators from different fields
and crossing disciplines are essential these days to really doing pio-
neering research. TMt's not what I was talking about.

I think the detriment comes when you develop large enough cen-
ters so that in any given field there can only be one, for instance,
nationwide, only one center in the entire country, let's just say in
biotechnology because what that means is that you've invested in
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the ideas of the particular people et that institution, some of whom
may be the best researchers ir. the world and others not, and
you've diluted the small number of ideas into a larger group of in-
vestigators at the expense of other investigators elsewhere that
may in fact have ideas that are quite valuable as well. So that's
what I'm talking about, when you're really bringing it down to
massive support of one small set of ideas at one institution.

Mr. BOUCHER. Well, that distinction is very clear and duly noted.
Let me inquire about one other area and then I'll yield to my

colleagues. We have had testimony before this subcommittee previ-
ously that there is a dire need on the part of most universities to
have additional Federal support for facilities construction for re-
search.

The National Science Foundation has a research facilities con-
struction component which unfortunately the Administration is
not recommending any funding for, for the upcoming fiscal year.
While we have this distinguished panel here, I think I would be
remiss if I didn't solicit your comments on the need that you see
for additional Federal support for research facilities construction
and therefore, funding for that program? Dr. Schmitt?

Dr. ScHurrr. You have to understand that as a member of the
National Science Board, I've been in favor of a facilities program
for a long time, so just make sure you have my bias. I think it is an
extremely important need, but the problem is always the fact that
the faculty, the scientific community get hung up over whether a
single dollar that you're going to put into bricks and mortar is
gogkg to come out of laboratory research.

While Erich Bloch was still Director of NSF, he visited our
campus once and I took him to a building in which we had a re-
search program being sponsored by NSF in a laboratory room and
whenever it rained, we had to put plastic over the room because
the roof was leaking. That's the symirome and I have to tell you
having become familiar with the actulemic accounting systems, and
academic financial systems, there is nothing in those systems that
tends to make universities choose the right priorities when they
have to choose between doing an experiment in a laboratory and
repairing a roof. The whole accounting system is set up so that you
don't have to face that issue ever.

We do have to make choices about whether we need to repair the
roof or do an experiment under that roof. Those choices are un-
avoidable. The university accounting systems today avoid it totally
and the Federal Government with some sort of a program that re-
quired matching funds of some sort could help to stimulate that in
my opinion.

Mr. BoucHu. Dr. Lederman?
Dr. Lxruutwar. Well, you're probably familiar with the Packard-

Bromlfy Report in 1988 which identified some $10 billion worth of
needs in replacing obsolete equipment in universities and follow up
on thatI've forgotten who did it said not so long ago, of that
number, a very, very small part had been done but time went on
and so the deterioration of equipment and obsolescence of equip-
ment *ot worse.

I think I agree totally with Dr. Schmitt that there has to be a
balance and you have to have a judgment as to what to put into
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facilities of that kind. I think the NSF program was a sound pro-
gram. I'm sorry to see that it didn't get entered.

Mr. BOUCHER. We haven't had the last word on that yet, I might

salir. Roy?
Dr. ROY. I think I want to separate two things. One is bricks and

mortar and one is equipment I think in bricks and mortar perhaps
a program somewhat which is based on the old NIH program
where you could get a certain percentage back for bricks and
mortar are the kind of R&D you're doing and let it be done locally.
Otherwise we have to write another set of proposals for 16 different
buildings. It would be better to have a formula return for bricks
and mortar.

On the equipment question, I think, again I would certainly give
an incentive to the universities to make Wter useI think the re-
igional facility idea is workin5. I send all my students to Cambridge

D%. land or to Arizona State. I don't want to put up another
$600, damn fool machine. Why should I. But we don't give the
money for travel which will make much more efficient use of high-
primd facilities. Every professor likes to have something to show
the visitors. Well, that game is over. I think. We don't have the
money for that. So if we give facilities, we should make very sure
that they are well-utilized and that means about 16 hours a day. If
there is not a n*ht shift, don't give them anymore money.

Mr. BOUCHER. Dr. Lauffenburger?
Dr. LAUFFENBURGER. I'd say yes, that's a valuable program. It's

sort of a necessary corollary to what I would see as the favored
support of small teams and individual investigators who couldn't
support those facilities themselves. I would see that equipment and
facilities as sort of the best kind of center in which they are operat-
ed ani many different people can use them at one institution or
even at neighboring institutions.

Mr. BOUCHER. It had been suggested that the NM program had
particular merit because it, like other NM initiatives was peer-re-
viewed and that basically meant that the institution that had the
best proposed use for the facility would get the funding for its con-
struction, unlike the typical way the Congress tends to fund brick
and mortar facilities which is through the appropriations process
and line items. That calls in to play political Muence to a greater
extent oftentimes than scientific merit. The gentleman from Penn-
sylrmia earlier was commenting on that.

len had suggested that the research facilities program was
very valuable because when the NIH put its imprimatur on a given
facility, even though the total contribution to its cause trimmed
from the NSF might be fairly small, that just the stamp of the NSF
in saying this is a facility we think is worthwhile, tends to 1
a lot of additional support from the State, the university, LTC
private sector, so it has value from that standpoint as well.

I thank this panel very much fin- its thoughts this morning and
recognize now the gentleman from California, Mr. Packard.

Mr. PACKARD. be rather brief, Mr. Chairman.
The debate between which comes first, research or technology,

and the debate on how to and who profits most from the applica-
tion of the technology or the research, the individual researcher or
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the institution, or private sector is constantly going on and I think
some of the written material that I've readunfortunately I didn't
get to listen to some of your testimony, Dr. Roy, but I know in
some of your written testimony you've mentioned that in your
judgment we have it reversed, that technology is the innovator and
the author of research and applied science.

I fully recognize the pivures and the policies that Japan has
had and its benefits to their economy versus that here in this coun-
try. I have to assume, though, that most universities would not like
to see a flow of funds and the flow of the emphasis away from re-
search to technology and to applications. Would you expand on
that, and then I'd be intermted in hearing from perhaps each of
the others and then I'd be through, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. ROY. Mr. Packard, if you remember, I testified before you a
couple of years ago and made the same point.

Mr. PACKARD. I sure do.
Dr. Roy. That it's not flow of money from research to technology,

it is what drives the research. If Bell Labs didn't exist, the discov-
ery of the transistor action which was a cooperative thing would
never have been pulled into the field, it was a technology pull, get
rid of the filament drain and that's the way we're going to move
something.

Unless we are going to utilize that knowledge, it sits on the shelf.
We built an atom bomb based on Germany's basic science, they dis-
covered fission, we didn't, so science is just thrown out there and
anybody can grab it and use it.

I said last time, the Japanese have invented a science eating
tree, so we're out here growing science and they are eating it. We
don't have the trees anymore, we're destroying our capacity. What
I'm crying about is that the industrial capacity to make knowledge
into products has been destroyed.

In the university, we can have two kinds of research, both are
exactly long term basic research. One can be connected to our in-
dustrial infrastructure and the other can be for the goW of science,
writing papers and so on. I'm saying that the public sector, the
Congress, using our tax money, has got a right to say if it helps the
Nation, we've got to give a priority to that. NVe're not cutting back,
zeroing out the others, but surely in these hard economic times,
I'm suggesting that not only has technology driven most of the
good science from Galileo onwards, but in fact today given the eco-
nomic climate, we should use that as a major criterion in deciding
where to put our emphasis. We should in fact use the utilizability
of that knowledge as part of the criteria.

Mr. PACKARD. Dr. Schmitt?
Dr. &loam. Yes, I have two comments to make.
I am not as alarmed or apprehensive about the tender nature of

exploratory research as has been expressed otherwise today. I
remind you that Pasteur looked at sour wine and invented bacteri-
ology and Irving Langmuir looked at a blackened light bulb and
launched surface chemistry and Jansky sat out in a corn field lis-
tening to static and discovered radio astronomy.

The fact is that people of genius will do things of genius what-
ever stimulates them. I think as Dr. Roy said, a lot of good funda-
mental science can come out of being stimulated by very practical
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problems provided the individual doing it, and the individual work-
ing on it is given the freedom to approach the problem in whatever
way they want That's the key to it You've got to give people of
genius elbow room, the scope to approach problems in whatever

tel:ndey, wish.
would differ with Dr. lipy on one little thing. The Japa-

nese have yet to beat us in any pioneering discovery or invention
or in the first introduction into the marketplace of a product based
on such pioneering things. Where they have consistently beat us is
Wilier second, third, fourth, fifth generation.

Mr. PACKARD. What needs to be changed in the United States to
alter that? What are we not doing that they are doing?

Dz. Smarr. We have not been very good at the incremental
type of innovation, the type of innovation that involves manufac-
turing involves getting Ruality up and so on. They are pur-
ported the one hand to be quick to market and yet at the same
time people call them persistent, they appear to be opposites.

In fact what they do is they get something on the market quickly
when the volume may not be very high. They fmd out how the cus-
tomer reacts to it, and then they very quickly keep changing it and
learningthey use the market almost as an experimental tool, so
some of the processes that they have used to succeed I think some
United States firms are beginn;Ag to learn how to emulate now,
but the only thing I would sgo is I would hate for the U.S. give up
the one place where it has and still is preeminent. That is in the
pioneering types of discoveries and in fact being the first to market
with things based on those pioneering discoveries.

Mr. PACKARD. Dr. Lederman, do you have a comment?
Dr. LEDERMAN. Well, I'm clearly someone who has been active in

fundamental research, far out research, useless research, if you call
it, abstract stuff, and yet you would be blind to the lessons of histo-
ry if you didn't realize that when the Greeks started us off on sci-
ence with a notion of how the universe works, that's been the moti-
vation if you like, you an easily follow the road from there to Wax-
ahachie, Texas where some other large project, megaproject is
going on, and the road is very clearly traced.

In the course of answering that question, we've changed the way
people live on this planet and how they think on this' planet, and
ym go through various highlights of that I don't think I have to
lecture you on the Newtonian revolution and on the discovery of
electricity by Faraday, all out of curiosity-driven, how does the uni-
verse work questions. I think that goes on and on and all the way
to before the transistor, there was the quantum mechanics.

When data came out of the atom, it was totally inexplicable and
when finally it was solved in Europe in the 1920s and 1930s, we
had made a total revolution in our understanding of what goes on
inside of an atom, which now I once estimated accounts for about a
third of our GNP. That's the understanding of the processes inside
an atom.

If you ask the innovators of that, Mr. Schrodinger and Heisen-
berg, and so on, why did you work on this atom, they wouldn't
have said anything about the GNP. They wouldn't have known
what it meant It was there. It was how the universe works.
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I don't see any reason why this sequence of things doesn't contin-
ue on and on. Science begets technology, technology then enables
science to make more powerful things. If you go to a particle accel-
erator, it's full of technol .4, which comes out. Without that tech-
nology, we'd be helpless. About the incredible advances in cam-

=science, we'd be helpless nowadays, but the science also
the technology, so it's an interactive thing which because it

interacts accounts for the tremendous pace of change we have in
modern society. It's because of this escala spiral of science,
technology, science and it's our job, it's your . to make the right
balance and not to skew it too far in one direction or the other di-
rection. That's the hard part

Mr. PACKARD. Ws obvious this dispute extends itself to the very
panel. We'll have the last word from Dr. Lauffenburger.

Dr. LAUFFENBURGER. Well, my commentP here would just echo
and support those of Dr. Schmitt and Lederman. I would have
nothing to add other than what those two have said already.

Mr. PAcxmin. Do you want to have the last word, Dr. Roy?
Dr. ROY. Yes, of course we disagree with Dr. Lederman with the

value of some of that science. I'm putting economics before us be-
cause I think we are in economically stringent times. If 3rou look at
the sports economy, in my testimony I said we can talk about sci-
ence and we can talk about sports, baseball, football and so on, and
there are some sciences, abstract sciences which are about as im-
portant as tiddly- winks, but it's a very interesting subject to those
who play tiddly-winks, but do we spend our time on scientific
fiddly- winks which do not connect to the business of the country,
to the human needs, I say basic science is that which is closest to
human needs.

I think the basic science which you should be supporting is that
kind of science and I believe the definitionsI think we need to
have a panel on really trying to answer that question, Mr. Pack-
ard, whith way does the flux run and let's illustrate it because
there is more than one kind of science. I've tried to use those ex-
plons. Science for society which is publicly funded and science
for self and for the institution which should be privately funded.

Dr. LAUFFENIXTRGER. I would like to add one thing. The difficulty
with what was just said is that it's almost impossible for Congress
or anybody else to decide which of today's tiddly-winks will actual-
ly end up being the building blocks for a technology tomorrow.
Thg's the mi*Ae you don't want to make.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you very much.
Mr. BOLTOUIR. The gentleman from Oregon, Mr. Kopetski.
Mr. KoPyrsiti. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm fascinated by this discussion. I represent one of the great re-

search facilities in the world, Oregon State University, and we
have both the partnerships, joint ventures and we have basic re-
search gam on in all kinds of areas. In fact, the Chair was able to
take the ir of the full committee up just this last Friday to
show off some of the interesting activities going on.

I was curious about the whole debate 'ping on with respect to
the indirect costa and what amount and the proper role of the Fed-
eral Government and what kinds of reforms are needed to remove
confusion, achieve maximum accountability for indirect costs.
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Perhaps the panel could, if they like, comment on this area.
Dr. Scniam. I presume you were not in when I introduced my

testimony saying when university presidents appear before a am-
gressional committee today they have to establish their credibility

The fact is there are two things I think that are going on. One is
there are some real and valid costs pressures on academic institu-
tions, for example, the new animal facilities, for example micro-
electronic facilities. There are a lot of exprisive kinds of facilities
that are coming onstream today whose maintenance, upkeep, heat-
ing and everything else are more expensive. A lot of environmental
regulations, the universities are subject to some real cost pressures
just like every other institution in the country because of some of
the thinp we've decided are important to do. That's going on and
that's valid.

The second thing is that the question of what is it legitimate to
charge to overhead of a research contract or not, is obviously up for
debate. Frankly, academic institutions thinking about overheads
have been faulty in my opinion. What I found is with a very
modest overhead rate of 59 percent now coming down, we collect on
our research contracts that what was happenipg is they were
taking some of those "overhead dollars" and giving them back to
researchers to use for direct costs tc give them incentive to get
more contracts.

It just blew my mind coming from industry that that illustrated
a total misunderstanding of what overhead was or the recognition
that overhead costs are real costs. I think there is that kind of an
attitude

Mr. KOPICISKI. Do you think the community can get together and
decide what is an inamct cost and what's not?

Dr. ScHstrrr. It isn't all that clear in industry either. In the end,
you have to establish the rules and the regulations as to what is
leeptimate charge and what isn't._ Believe me those debates go on in
industry as well. We just haven't paid as much attention to them
in academic institutions.

Dr. Roy. I think that there was a solution, although Dr.
Schmitt's indirect costs are going down, and you really should com-
mend an institution which has done that because we should give
them an incentive, give them an extra point or two. You've got to
give an incentive to us to take our overhead costs down. At present
there is no incentive, we want to pad it and make it look bigger.

One way that NSF used to run for many years was a fixed over-
head, whatever that number is, and that's one way that we all will
kind of drop off certain items from overhead and do it. It would
simplify bookkeeping, it is a possible solution and I commend to
you the reexamination of that.

The second one is something that Dr. Schmitt mentioned in his
testimony which I had in my book about 10 years ago, an IR&D, an
independent Research and Development fund in order to make
that legitimate. We really should giveuniversitips, who do $200
million worth of research and if the feds are put up $100 mil-
lion of that, there could be an IR&D fund and a fi ed overhead.

I think these two would separate those two items, and I have
been advocating both of those for quite a long time.

Mr. Kopyrsiu. Thank you, Mr. Mairman.
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Mr. BoucHza. The Chair thanks the gentleman and there being
no ilirther questions by members of the committee at this time,
with the Chair's thanks, this panel is dismissed. The hearing is ad-
journed.

[Whereupon, at 12:26 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair.)
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